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U
LI–the Urban Land Institute is a non-
profit research and education organiza-
tion that promotes responsible leadership 
in the use of land in order to enhance 

the total environment.

The Institute maintains a membership represent-
ing a broad spectrum of interests and sponsors a
wide variety of educational programs and forums
to encourage an open exchange of ideas and shar-
ing of experience. ULI initiates research that
anticipates emerging land use trends and issues
and proposes creative solutions based on that
research; provides advisory services; and pub-
lishes a wide variety of materials to disseminate
information on land use and development.

Established in 1936, the Institute today has more
than 23,000 members and associates from 80 coun-
tries, representing the entire spectrum of the land
use and development disciplines. Professionals rep-

resented include developers, builders, property
owners, investors, architects, public officials, plan-
ners, real estate brokers, appraisers, attorneys,
engineers, financiers, academics, students, and
librarians. ULI relies heavily on the experience of
its members. It is through member involvement
and information resources that ULI has been able
to set standards of excellence in development
practice. The Institute has long been recognized
as one of America’s most respected and widely
quoted sources of objective information on urban
planning, growth, and development.

This Advisory Services panel report is intended
to further the objectives of the Institute and to
make authoritative information generally avail-
able to those seeking knowledge in the field of
urban land use.

Richard M. Rosan
President
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T
he goal of ULI’s Advisory Services Program
is to bring the finest expertise in the real
estate field to bear on complex land use plan-
ning and development projects, programs,

and policies. Since 1947, this program has assem-
bled well over 400 ULI-member teams to help
sponsors find creative, practical solutions for
issues such as downtown redevelopment, land
management strategies, evaluation of develop-
ment potential, growth management, community
revitalization, brownfields redevelopment, military
base reuse, provision of low-cost and affordable
housing, and asset management strategies, among
other matters. A wide variety of public, private,
and nonprofit organizations have contracted for
ULI’s Advisory Services.

Each panel team is composed of highly qualified
professionals who volunteer their time to ULI.
They are chosen for their knowledge of the panel
topic and screened to ensure their objectivity.
ULI panel teams are interdisciplinary and typi-
cally include several developers, a landscape
architect, a planner, a market analyst, a finance
expert, and others with the niche expertise
needed to address a given project. ULI teams
provide a holistic look at development problems.
Each panel is chaired by a respected ULI mem-
ber with previous panel experience.

The agenda for a five-day panel assignment is in-
tensive. It includes an in-depth briefing day com-
posed of a tour of the site and meetings with spon-
sor representatives; a day of hour-long interviews
of typically 50 to 75 key community representa-
tives; and two days of formulating recommenda-
tions. There are many long nights of discussion. On
the final day on site, the panel makes an oral pre-
sentation of its findings and conclusions to the spon-
sor. A written report is prepared and published.

Because the sponsoring entities are responsible
for significant preparation before the panel’s visit,
including sending extensive briefing materials to
each member and arranging for the panel to meet
with key local community members and stake-
holders in the project under consideration, partic-
ipants in ULI’s five-day panel assignments are

About ULI Advisory Services

able to make accurate assessments of a sponsor’s
issues and to provide recommendations in a com-
pressed amount of time.

A major strength of the program is ULI’s unique
ability to draw on the knowledge and expertise of
its members, including land developers and own-
ers, public officials, academicians, representatives
of financial institutions, and others. In fulfillment
of the mission of the Urban Land Institute, this
Advisory Services panel report is intended to pro-
vide objective advice that will promote the re-
sponsible use of land to enhance the environment.
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T
he ULI panel would like to extend its spe-
cial thanks to Mayor Gwendolyn Faison and
to Randy Primas, chief operating officer for
the city of Camden, who was particularly

generous with his time and provided valuable in-
sight into the current atmosphere for develop-
ment. The panel appreciates the confidence in the
ULI Advisory Services program shown by the
lead sponsors: the Greater Camden Partnership
(GCP) and the Camden Redevelopment Agency.

A number of funders contributed to the panel, and
each deserves special thanks: Our Lady of Lour-
des Medical Center, Inc., Cooper University Hos-
pital, the Camden Diocese, the University of Med-
icine and Dentistry of New Jersey, Camden
County Improvement Authority, Camden Em-
powerment Zone Corporation, the ULI Founda-
tion, and the city of Camden. 

The Parkside Business and Community in Part-
nership, Inc., served as a supporting organization,
as did the Delaware River Port Authority and its
transportation division PATCO. Representatives
of each organization spent time with the panel,
during briefings and individual interviews.

Stephen Dragos, president of the GCP, and Donna
Siminski, program director, prepared the briefing
presentation materials, organized the tour, and
scheduled the interviews—all key components of
the process designed to assist the panel in ad-
dressing the issues. Significant insights were
gained from the particularly thorough briefing
materials and the guided bus tour of Haddon Av-
enue, the waterfront, and surrounding neighbor-
hoods. In addition, the panel had the opportunity
to interview more than 50 key area stakeholders,
each of whom provided useful information. These
interviewees included consultants currently work-
ing on redevelopment plans for the study area,
public officials, business owners, representatives
of various neighborhood groups, residents, and
study sponsors.

The ULI staff appreciates the work that went into
preparing for the panel and assisting the group
while on site. The panel hopes its efforts will
prove fruitful to the Camden community.
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C
amden, New Jersey, is a city of historic
places and events. From its early settle-
ments in the late 1600s to the current trans-
formation of its waterfront and central

business district, Camden has found ways to rede-
fine itself and adapt to changing conditions. Had-
don Avenue, originally an Indian trail, became one
of the important colonial turnpikes leading to vil-
lages south and east of Camden. It later was the
alignment of the first trolley line extension to the
newly built turn-of-the-century suburb of Park-
side. The Haddon Avenue corridor now serves as
the main street for the abutting neighborhoods of
Parkside, Whitman Park, and Gateway and as a
connecting route to south New Jersey. Some have
called its central portion the “Medical Mile” be-
cause of the several major medical services lo-
cated there.

After decades of disinvestment, opportunities are
emerging to redevelop the corridor through tar-
geted strategies that recognize the Haddon Ave-
nue area’s internal and contextual characteristics.
The proposed plans and projects parallel and build
upon the excellent work done to date by the Park-
side Business and Community in Partnership or-
ganization, which has spearheaded the revitaliza-
tion of the Parkside neighborhood.

This report addresses the means for revitalizing
Haddon Avenue through incorporating its many
assets and creating a new identity and plan for
the future. The panel’s efforts have focused on ac-
knowledging the corridor’s cultural history, build-
ing on the stability provided by the existing health
care centers, and preparing for the area’s impend-
ing growth. Haddon Avenue, dubbed “Historic
Haddon Avenue” by the panel in recognition of the
corridor’s past identity, can eventually become far
more than the current mosaic of retail offerings
and buildings in need of improvement.

The Haddon Avenue corridor can become a desti-
nation—a place where people will visit entertain-

Foreword: The Panel’s Assignment

ment venues, restaurants, and retail offerings and
not just drive through on the way to somewhere
else. Once revitalization takes hold and the area is
upgraded, it will feel safe and will begin to draw
residents to support a new array of services while
also attracting others from surrounding communi-
ties. The area can evolve into a successful historic
district.

Introduction
As a corridor, Historic Haddon Avenue (also
County Highway 561) is both a regional and a
neighborhood asset that links Camden’s down-
town with the Camden County suburbs. Many
hundreds of vehicles travel this street each
day on daily commutes, connecting citizens from
the surrounding areas to their work and homes.
The housing and retail patterns on Haddon Ave-
nue that echo an earlier prosperity can provide
the framework for revitalization through new
investment.

Existing retail uses along the corridor are but-
tressed by the residential neighborhoods on ei-
ther side. The Parkside community to the north-
east is undergoing its own revitalization, while
the Port Authority Transit Corporation (PATCO)
high-speed line through the Whitman Park and
Gateway neighborhoods provides opportunities
to leverage this regional amenity for transit-
oriented business, institutional, and residential
development.

Immediately outside the study area to the north-
west is the ongoing reinvestment in Camden’s
central business district, including a technology
center under construction, the expansion of
Cooper University Hospital, the expansion of the
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jer-
sey, and the continued commitment of the Camp-
bell Soup Company, one of Camden’s most venera-
ble corporate citizens. Further west, one can find
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tremendous investment along the waterfront,
which is transforming the perception of Camden
and attracting tourism and further investment.

Because this community is seen by hundreds of
people during their daily commutes, the best ad-
vertisement for Historic Haddon Avenue will be
the physical improvements it can display to the
region, thus stimulating the new retail businesses,
commercial and medical-related services, and em-
ployment that are so critically needed. Strategic
reinvestment in the street can also help link the
neighborhoods on either side more effectively and
to mutual benefit. There is much unexplored syn-
ergy among the numerous investment plans—
both public and private—that promise to trans-
form the corridor. With the proper coordination,
this transformation can bring greater value to all
of the corridor’s stakeholders.

The Assignment
The ULI panel was asked to provide direction for
the revitalization of Haddon Avenue. Current con-
ditions along the corridor show little evidence that
the city of Camden is in the midst of an economic
recovery. While the campuses of Our Lady of
Lourdes Medical Center and Cooper University
Hospital are islands of quality and stability, the
avenue itself is lined with abandoned structures,

rundown residential and mixed-use buildings,
marginal businesses, graffiti, and litter. Although
it is one of Camden’s prime gateways, Haddon Av-
enue gives the impression that the city is still eco-
nomically depressed and physically blighted. It
does little to support the efforts underway in
Parkside to upgrade that neighborhood’s fabric.

The panel was asked to evaluate current land uses
and the potential for revitalization. Development
concepts are proposed in this report that can be
implemented and incorporated into the revitaliza-
tion agenda for Parkside. The panel’s findings and
recommendations are based on an assessment of
the area’s development market and a discussion of
strategies that can improve and expand the mar-
ket. Planning and design suggestions further illus-
trate these strategies, and tools needed for imple-
mentation of a revitalization plan are identified.
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T
he panel found ample reasons for optimism
in the study area’s future. Given its history
and strong cultural associations, the “Med-
ical Mile” can be transformed into “Historic

Haddon Avenue”—providing an attractive link be-
tween Camden’s waterfront and downtown areas
and the southern New Jersey suburbs.

The Vision and Recommendations
The panel believes that the impact of the revital-
ization of Haddon Avenue can extend beyond its
immediate boundaries and play a role within the
region by linking the past with the present, the
communities with the medical centers, and the
suburbs with the city. Much of the street’s original
architecture is still in place, and this historic fabric
should be respected as upgrading occurs. Because
the corridor is the spine connecting the adjoining
neighborhoods of Parkside, Whitman Park, and
Gateway, redevelopment needs to serve these
communities as well as the new residents and new
businesses that will be attracted to the avenue
once improvements begin to take hold.

CDBG funds underwrote
the addition of street
trees and improved light-
ing along a three-block
section of Haddon
Avenue, helping to
emphasize the continuity
of historic building
facades.

Redevelopment should establish three special
places along the corridor at the points of entry
into the neighborhood from the north, south, and
center. The Haddon Passage entry from under the
overpass, just past Cooper University Hospital,
defines the northern passage. There is an opportu-
nity here for new mixed-use buildings similar to
the buildings renovated by Cooper University
Hospital on the other side of the divide (with some
street retail with residential units above) and for a
residential-oriented streetscape. Haddon Square
is where a mixed-use retail and entertainment
area should be concentrated. This is the heart of
the community, at the intersection of Haddon and
Kaighn avenues, and it is here that a landmark
image should be created. The Lourdes Village/
Ferry Avenue transit-oriented development (TOD)
planned for the corridor’s southern end will en-
compass Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center
expansion and a mixed-use TOD project. A safe
and appealing pedestrian environment should be
developed to connect Our Lady of Lourdes Med-
ical Center with the PATCO station and the
planned TOD.

Summary of Findings and
Recommendations
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to the downtown. The scale of the buildings and
streetscape and the historic and architectural de-
tails provide an attractive framework for redevel-
opment. With facade upgrades and a concentra-
tion of business development, the panel believes
there is an opportunity to create a genuine urban
experience. Real estate prices and rents are still
affordable, although the panel warns that the buy-
ers’ market may not last long, given that some de-
velopment activity has begun to occur in the area.

A number of local businesses, particularly in the
food-related segment, currently serve residents
from the three neighborhoods bordering the cor-
ridor. An adequate customer base exists to sup-
port the current range of services. New residents,
however, will demand an upgrading and diversifi-
cation of services. New retail and entertainment
uses will begin to attract area employees, visitors,
and commuters, thereby expanding the customer
base. With approximately 4,000 daily visitors to
Lourdes and another 2,000 daily visitors using the
Ferry Avenue PATCO station, the panel identified
an unmet market need for additional services.

Targeted Strategies
It was apparent to the panelists that the first step
in preparing the market and planning for revital-
ization should be dealing with public safety issues.
A perception of safety must be established before
faith in redevelopment can occur. Zero tolerance
of criminal infractions, adequate policing, and strict
code enforcement should be pursued by the city
to create a clean and safe environment along
Haddon Avenue that will help attract private
developer interest.

To create successful development nodes at Had-
don Passage, Haddon Square, and Lourdes Vil-
lage, the panel recommends the use of various tar-
geted strategies (discussed later in this report).
Each district should have an identity. The recom-
mended Historic Haddon Avenue business im-
provement district (HHBID) should serve as the
central liaison with all public agencies. Composed
of stakeholders involved in development of the
corridor, it should coordinate design guidelines,
design review, and enforcement programs while
promoting the area for redevelopment. It should

Linkages will be key. Development pressures are
occurring from the outside in, meaning that eco-
nomic forces are radiating both from the water-
front and downtown and from the Collingswood
area, creating an opportunity to redefine Haddon
Avenue as a historic vehicular and commercial
link. Simultaneously, the Parkside neighborhood
is making great strides in working from the inside
out by identifying its revitalization needs and po-
tential locations for a new elementary school, a
police and fire station, upgraded commercial and
retail services, and increased public use of open
spaces. Parkside leaders understand the need to
participate in land use planning between Haddon
Avenue and the PATCO tracks and in enhancing
public safety and security. All these dynamics
will expand business opportunities along Historic
Haddon Avenue.

The panel recommends several specific actions.
An application should be made to nominate the
corridor as a historic district listed with the Na-
tional Register of Historic Places. A Historic Had-
don Avenue business improvement district (BID)
should be formulated to help revitalize the corri-
dor and establish a retail core. Building codes
should be strictly enforced.

Three main strategies are recommended to assist
in Haddon Avenue’s revitalization: an infill strat-
egy along the corridor; participation in the Ferry
Avenue TOD master planning; and a parcel-to-
parcel linkage plan to connect development op-
portunities at the waterfront and downtown with
properties along the corridor. Reinvestment oc-
curring elsewhere can thus be encouraged to spill
over to Haddon Avenue as it, in turn, becomes an
enhanced gateway to the city.

The Market
Haddon Avenue has a number of competitive as-
sets. Regionally, there is a strong employment
base, a comprehensive transportation system, and
significant investment underway in the city. Rede-
velopment of the corridor will surely benefit from
the existing strong community leadership. Our
Lady of Lourdes Medical Center provides an ex-
panding stable institutional influence along the
avenue, as does Cooper University Hospital closer
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help implement a Main Street program and sup-
port and enhance existing retail by providing tech-
nical business and retail assistance. The HHBID
would also help monitor public safety and provide
for a cleaner environment.

Public/private partnership will be essential to re-
development success along the corridor. The de-
velopment principle of parcel-to-parcel linkage
should be employed to connect projects in the
more prosperous waterfront and downtown areas
with this needier neighborhood.

Phased Redevelopment
First the market must perceive the area as clean
and safe. Phase I should prepare the market for
development by creating the HHBID to bring
business credibility to Haddon Avenue. Camden’s
development approval process should be stream-
lined to attract developers by incorporating one-
stop shopping, development checklists, and the like.

Phase II should focus on incorporating an infill
strategy and acquiring strategic properties on the
avenue and in the adjacent blocks, particularly at
Haddon Passage. Stakeholders should participate
in the master planning process for the Ferry Av-

enue TOD and insist on its connection with His-
toric Haddon Avenue.

In Phase III, the HHBID should work to estab-
lish a retail core at Haddon Square by clustering
activity on the three blocks surrounding Haddon
and Kaighn avenues. Existing businesses may be
relocated to renovated space; technical business
assistance should be provided as needed. A Main
Street program should be implemented to guide
further redevelopment.

Promoting Revitalization
Historic Haddon Avenue can become a destina-
tion. The corridor and adjacent blocks should be
shaped by a physical plan that defines the three
development districts. Passageways at both ends
should welcome residents and visitors while Had-
don Square becomes a center for the surrounding
neighborhoods, reinforcing a sense of place and
pride in the community. The area’s walkable scale
is an important asset. This character should be re-
spected and enhanced by streetscaping designed
to highlight the corridor’s distinctive architecture.

The panel believes that the potential exists for the
development of a retail and entertainment mix not
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found elsewhere in Camden. Small jazz clubs, for
example, could extend the influence of the music
museum planned for the waterfront area. There
are also opportunities to locate public art along
the corridor. Historic Haddon Avenue can become
a welcoming front door to the city and a model for
other retail districts.

In the short term, Historic Haddon Avenue can
redefine itself as a retail and entertainment center
with a bright future. In the longer term, the area
should experience a substantially increased eco-
nomic base due to the development of the Lourdes
Village/Ferry Avenue TOD and rehabilitated and
infill housing in the Parkside neighborhood. The
panel thus sees Haddon Avenue as an area with
tremendous long-term potential.
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I
n order to understand the overall market po-
tential of the Haddon Avenue corridor, the
panel first analyzed the area’s current assets
and customer base to identify potential op-

portunities. In assessing the customer base, the
analysis primarily considered Haddon Avenue
neighborhood residents, Our Lady of Lourdes
Medical Center customers, and commuters at the
Ferry Avenue PATCO station.

The Competitive Assets
Historic Haddon Avenue is competitively posi-
tioned to create a new future for itself by leverag-
ing its past. There are considerable assets within
the region and the neighborhood that can support
its transformation.

The city of Camden is the primary economic hub
in the South Jersey region. It has attracted and
retained several strong and growing industries,
including biotechnology, higher education, ad-
vanced technology, and financial services, that
offer high wages and provide a stable economic
base. The region’s comprehensive transportation
infrastructure, including the expected aerial tram,
provides easy access to Philadelphia and fully lev-
erages Camden’s central location and close prox-
imity to both the Baltimore/Washington area and
New York City. Camden’s $325 million water-
front development project has paved the way for
other significant investments such as a $60 mil-
lion Victor Loft residential project, a $60 million
aquarium expansion and mixed-use project, and 
a $9 million CAMcare office development project.
These projects are collectively revitalizing the
downtown area and spurring additional develop-
ment throughout the city—an opportunity that
Haddon Avenue must seize.

In the immediate neighborhood, Our Lady of
Lourdes Medical Center is a key asset and eco-
nomic anchor. In addition to the approximately

2,500 jobs it provides, it significantly contributes
to the vitality and stability of the southern portion
of Haddon Avenue and produces a sustainable cus-
tomer base for retail and commercial opportunities.
A $60 million addition to Our Lady of Lourdes
Medical Center is under construction.

Cooper University Hospital, which employs 3,400
workers, is somewhat removed from the central
focus of this study, but it provides a further strong
supporting anchor where Haddon Avenue con-
nects with downtown Camden.

Local community leaders are also key assets. They
are passionately committed to revitalizing the
area and have been instrumental in securing re-
sources, highlighting issues, and making improve-
ments. Organizations such as Parkside Business
and Community in Partnership (PBCIP), Inc.,
have been successful with housing redevelopment
and increasing homeownership. This is evidenced
by Parkside’s 61 percent homeownership rate,
which is above average for most urban areas and
for African Americans. Emerging organizations
like Oasis Community Development Corporation
have also begun revitalization efforts in the Gate-
way community. Homeownership is an essential
building block for creating stable communities,
which, in turn, can help support a strong local
retail market.

The current affordability of the Haddon Avenue
area, coupled with its close proximity to down-
town and the various housing redevelopment
projects, can be leveraged to increase the area’s
density and per capita income. Given current
conditions along Haddon Avenue, however, it will
take focused leadership, new investment, and time
to realize this potential. As the downtown area
continues to redevelop it can create more demand
for the Haddon Avenue corridor. Finally, Haddon
Avenue can offer an edgy, genuinely urban expe-
rience within a historic district featuring uninter-
rupted original facades. This combination is a

Market Potential
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distinguishing asset that can be marketed and
developed as an alternative and complement to
traditional Main Street markets.

Current Customer Base
Historic Haddon Avenue’s existing customer base
consists of three main segments: area residents,
Lourdes-related customers, and commuters at the
Ferry Avenue PATCO station.

Residents. The main customer base comprises
approximately 6,000 households in the three key
neighborhoods of Parkside, Whitman Park, and
Gateway, which all connect to Historic Haddon
Avenue. This is a young population, with 47 per-
cent of the residents less than 25 years old. The
average median household income is $24,000, which
is 50 percent below the Camden County average
and 43 percent below the national average. Esti-
mates indicate that 35 percent of the residents live
below the poverty line, and 65 percent of the pop-
ulation over 25 years old have not completed high
school. Only 48 percent of the housing units are
owner occupied, versus 70 percent in the city of
Camden and 68 percent nationally.

The panel calculated a dependency ratio based on
the current population profile. The population under
age 20 is 37 percent, while the portion of those 65
and over is 12 percent, thus creating a dependency
ratio of 49 percent, which is comparable to the city-
wide ratio of 50 percent. This ratio indicates the
level of dependence upon the 51 percent of the
residents who are between the ages of 20 and 65,
the bulk of whom are presumed to be in the work-
force. It compares reasonably favorably with other
similar urban neighborhoods, although the percent-
age of residents 65 and over is less than in other
urban areas. Camden’s citywide unemployment rate
of 15.9 percent and rising, however, is troubling.

It also should be noted that the Whitman Park
neighborhood is even more distressed than Park-
side. It is primarily a residential neighborhood with
a relatively higher number of vacant units than
Parkside and less of a middle-class presence.

Despite these depressing statistics, the Parkside
neighborhood (which encompasses approximately
70 percent of the corridor’s households) supports
about $45 million of the existing limited retail

Figure 1
Demographic Snapshot of 
Historic Haddon Avenue

Age of Residents

Less than 25 years old 47%

25 to 50 years old 32%

Over 50 years old 21%

Education Attainment

Less than high school 65%

High school 19%

Some college 11%

Associate and/or bachelor’s degree 4%

Graduate degree 1%

Comparison of Median Household Income

Parkside neighborhood $27,000

Historic Haddon Avenue $24,000

Camden County $48,097

U.S. African American average $29,470

U.S. average $41,994

Comparison of Homeownership Rates

Parkside neighborhood 61%

Historic Haddon Avenue 48%

Camden County 70%

U.S. African American average 47%

U.S. average 68%

Sources: U.S. 2000 census, census tracts 6002, 60014, 60016, 
and 60017; Parkside Business and Community in Partnership, Inc.
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business along Historic Haddon Avenue. Accord-
ing to Susan Huffman Associates, the total Park-
side neighborhood consumer spending is $100
million (within a half-mile radius of Haddon and
Kaighn avenues), which means the current cap-
ture rate is 45 percent.

A reasonable capture rate for a local retail district
ranges within 30 to 60 percent. Therefore, Historic
Haddon Avenue is performing reasonably well.
Nonetheless, this also means that the current
market size cannot support much more new retail.
For example, the Parkside neighborhood has an
80 percent capture rate for eating and drinking
establishments and a 75 percent capture rate for
food stores. However, there are limited retail op-
portunities in market niches where the capture
rate is currently low. For example, in apparel the
current capture rate is only 2 percent. The Historic
Haddon Avenue area could reasonably set a tar-
get to increase that capture rate to 10 to 20 per-
cent, which would increase local retail spending
by approximately $480,000 to $1 million.

Based on ULI interviews and an on-the-ground
survey, the panel believes that opportunities exist
to upgrade the quality, configuration, mix, and con-
centration of businesses along Haddon Avenue.
New retail development should be pursued if the
market increases either because of more residents
moving into the area or due to increasing incomes.
Development should be targeted to meet unmet
market needs along Haddon Avenue that can serve
local residents. Offering expanded retail services
can better position Historic Haddon Avenue as a
Main Street anchor within the area.

Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center–related

customers. Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center
has approximately 4,000 employees and visitors
coming to the hospital every day. This provides 
a considerable and sustainable 24/7 market for
Historic Haddon Avenue that is currently not
being fully addressed.

Given the significant potential of the planned Ferry
Avenue transit-oriented development (TOD) dis-
cussed below, the panel cannot estimate the buy-
ing power of the Our Lady of Lourdes Medical
Center–related segment at this time. Neverthe-
less, several indicators suggest that it is signifi-
cant. The average salary of a health services

employee in New Jersey is $51,589, according to
data from the 2002 NJ Acute Care cost report. It
thus can be assumed that this market segment has
an above-average disposable income. The panel
believes, however, that this demand should be
considered within the context of planning for the
future TOD mixed-use project rather than as a
stand-alone generator.

Based on ULI interviews and analysis, the panel
found considerable unmet market needs among
Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center–related cus-
tomers, ranging from basic to high-end services:

Source: Our Lady of Lourdes Health System.

11%
Social Services/Medical

21%
Restaurant/Fast Food/Liquor

21%
Clothing/Other Retail

13%
Beauty Salons/Retail

14%
Grocery/Minimarts

20%
Commercial/Automobile Services

Figure 2
Haddon Avenue Existing Businesses Profile 

22% Visitors 60% Employees

18% Patients

Figure 3
Lourdes-Related Customers by Type
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• restaurants (both fast food and high-end);

• medical offices;

• drugstore;

• uniform retail store;

• business/commercial related services (e.g.,
Kinko’s);

• gym and other recreation/entertainment;

• boutique clothing and accessories (distinguished
from nearby malls and shopping);

• upscale hair and nail care and other personal
services/goods;

• other retail (gift and card shop, florist, dry
cleaners, and so on); and

• parking garage.

Meeting these unmet market needs will require
substantial redevelopment.

Commuters at Ferry Avenue PATCO station. Ferry
Avenue is a major PATCO station and is the last
stop before Philadelphia that has a free or inex-
pensive parking lot. Roughly 2,000 daily com-
muters use the station. However, this number
includes only those who park there and not pedes-
trians, those who arrive by bus, or those who are
dropped off.

As with Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center–
related customers, it is difficult to determine the
commuters’ buying power. However, given that
the majority of commuters using the Ferry Av-
enue station are residents of Camden County, the
panel used the county’s median household income
(MHI) as a proxy for this segment’s spending elas-
ticity. Camden County’s MHI is $48,000, 14 per-
cent above the national average. Therefore, the
panel assumes that the Ferry Avenue commuters
have an above-average spending potential.

Commuters value convenience, and the Historic
Haddon Avenue area does not currently capitalize
on this need. The type of services desired by com-
muters would be similar to those listed above for
Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center–related cus-
tomers, with more focus on takeout restaurants

such as Boston Market and convenience stores
such as photo shops, shoe repair, and so on. Any
transit village plan should be positioned to meet
these unmet market needs.

Preparing the Market for Investors and
Consumers
Although significant market opportunities exist
for a Haddon Avenue historic district (discussed
later in this report), development will not gain
momentum without a concentrated, visible, and
sustained program to fight crime and promote
public safety. People will not shop, residents will
not improve their homes, potential new neigh-
bors will not relocate, and professionals will not
occupy offices in areas that present a significant
safety risk. (Specific recommendations regarding
public safety and cleanliness are presented later 
in this report.)

Fragmentation must also be addressed, because 
a fragmented market will lose its market share.
While attracting new demand is vitally important,
making sure that the existing demand generators
(residents, employees, and business people) con-
tinue to spend in the community should be a foun-
dation of any marketing plan.

Partnerships to Support and Build a Strong
Market
Camden is a central and essential component of
the strong Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington met-
ropolitan statistical area (MSA), yet it is far from
achieving its fair share of economic activity. Too
much emphasis has been placed on the “drag” that
Camden exerts on the broader metropolitan re-
gion without acknowledging its key role in posi-
tive ways. It has become a nationally recognized
waterfront and leisure/entertainment center; it is
a center of federal, state, and local government;
and it provides core infrastructure for the area.
A true regional planning partnership—in which
Camden is acknowledged as a peer with shared
concerns—could have some highly positive out-
comes. Topics that could be addressed far better
with a regional, collaborative view rather than
by individual municipalities include the following
concerns.
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Lourdes Village/Ferry Avenue TOD program. A
strong mixed-use transit-oriented development at
the south end of Historic Haddon Avenue could
substantially benefit the surrounding suburbs
while also supporting significant development for
downtown Camden. The best program for that
site will not only further the needs and inter-
ests of the historic district but will also examine
how that site can serve a broader commuter mar-
ket that may drive there (or decide someday to
live there) to work in city center Camden or
Philadelphia.

Crime. Anecdotal evidence suggests that as much
as 75 percent of the illicit drug purchases that
occur within the Haddon Avenue area are made
by suburban users. Police enforcement programs
that span jurisdictions should be explored. A co-
ordinated effort between neighborhood and com-
munity police will be key to removing crime from
the area.

Connections between employers, their employees,
and Camden should be strengthened. Although
50,000 employees work in Camden, with a mini-
mum of 30,000 being nonresidents, they have not
fueled the development of restaurants and shops
that often accompany that size of employment
base. Employers often provide on-site food ser-
vice so that employees do not need to leave the
corporate grounds. This divide between Camden
and its employees directly reflects the safety con-
cerns raised above. With restaurant clusters and
an outreach program to area employers to sup-
port local businesses, meal sales to employees
could be stimulated.

The Greater Camden Partnership and the Higher
Education and Healthcare Task Force offer tre-
mendous examples of what can be accomplished
collaboratively to stimulate new investment and
create a welcoming development framework. This
kind of focused approach is what will be needed to
achieve Haddon Avenue’s future success.

Connections between neighborhood groups should
also be fostered through a new organization that
will give added strength to each of the stakehold-
ers. Working together for common goals, neigh-
borhood groups can oversee the implementation of
a new plan for a Historic Haddon Avenue business

improvement district (HHBID) that includes
crime reduction and code enforcement compo-
nents in an effort to improve the business climate
along avenue.

Shaping a Vision for the Study Area
Haddon Avenue’s history is rich in diversity and
cultural achievement. Originating as a colonial
turnpike, Haddon Avenue led to the first Camden
neighborhood and historic district, both geograph-
ically and historically. The panel recommends
building on this prominence. The first step should
be to designate Haddon Avenue as Historic Had-
don Avenue. The Camden/Philadelphia role in
African American and Civil War history should be
highlighted within the historic district.

Local History
The Camden Cemetery, now owned by the city, is
a historic treasure that should be protected and
improved. Its first burials occurred in 1801, and it
has interred within its grounds Revolutionary
War veterans, African American Civil War sol-
diers, and leading abolitionists. Properly upgraded
and cared for, the Camden Cemetery can serve a
number of purposes at the entrance to Historic
Haddon Avenue: it can provide a historic anchor
for the district, it can provide open-space relief,
and it can serve as a planning “bookend” with the
Harleigh Cemetery at the corridor’s southern end,
thereby helping to tie the entire district together.
The Harleigh Cemetery is another historic jewel
that adds stature, tranquility, and beauty to an
area that was one of the region’s early urban
centers.

The Parkside neighborhood also has a proud his-
tory. With its rowhouses, duplexes, and single-
family detached homes, Parkside was developed
as an upscale suburban subdivision that lured the
families of Philadelphia professionals to Camden
in the early 20th century. After World War II, the
face of Parkside gradually changed, bringing a
heritage of Civil Rights activism and upward mo-
bility. It is now home to approximately 6,400 resi-
dents, primarily middle-class African Americans
(85 percent) and a growing Latino population (12
percent). It remains an attractive, traditionally



planned neighborhood with residents who are
committed to its future.

The relatively high rate of homeownership in
Parkside sets a standard for future development,
which should balance additional ownership oppor-
tunities by incorporating some rental housing.
Parkside exemplifies most of the benefits of high
ownership housing: stability, well-maintained
homes, and committed residents. Of the total occu-
pied housing units (which number 2,046), 1,260 or
61.5 percent are owner-occupied, while 687 or 25.1
percent of the total units are vacant. (An impor-
tant point regarding the high vacancy rate is that
it presents both a crisis and an opportunity: va-
cant units may lead to environmental decay, but
these properties are generally easier to obtain for
rehabilitation or redevelopment.) The owner occu-
pancy rate in Parkside is above average for simi-
lar urban communities and is also above average
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Improved maintenance
and landscaping at the
Camden Cemetery can
turn this open space into
a community asset.

for African American homeownership. (These fig-
ures can be compared with the 48 percent owner
occupancy rate for the Haddon Avenue area as a
whole, including Whitman Park and Gateway.)

Although Haddon Avenue itself presents some
severely challenging urban conditions, the panel
noted several positive features that should be in-
corporated in a new vision for the area. The origi-
nal building facades are still largely intact—there
are no broad areas of vacant lots along the street.
With streetscape improvements and plantings in
the area near Kaighn Avenue, trees have provided
effective screening of some of the boarded build-
ings, emphasizing the exquisite detailing of the
second-floor bays. Continued thoughtful place-
ment of streetscape improvements can enhance
the environment significantly.

Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center entered the
community in the 1950s, attracted by a health-
related cluster of institutions and Camden’s cen-
tral position in the metropolitan area. It has been
a good neighbor, demonstrating its commitment to
the area with its recent expansion now underway.
Many residents feel that the statue of Our Lady 
of Lourdes atop the primary hospital building is 
a beacon of hope for the community and can serve
as a welcoming image for those entering the his-
toric district.

The Harleigh Cemetery’s
manicured grounds
include Walt Whitman’s
burial place. The ceme-
tery serves as a local
attraction and southern
gateway property.
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Our Lady of Lourdes
Medical Center sits ele-
vated at the southern end
of Haddon Avenue, there-
by serving as a beacon
along the corridor.

Establishing an Identity
The panel believes that the Historic Haddon Av-
enue district can combine thriving, locally driven
neighborhood retail with a significant future op-
portunity. That opportunity will result from de-
velopment of a higher-density transit- and health
care–oriented subdistrict, which the panel refers
to as the Lourdes Village/Ferry Avenue TOD, at
the corridor’s south end. This development will
have the capacity both to serve the local commu-
nity and to draw from a much larger catchment
area linked with the broader metropolitan area.

Developing Historic Haddon Avenue to its full po-
tential will take considerable time, resources, per-
severance, and, most important, a focused plan
that sets priorities and builds momentum. But it 
is achievable. The panel believes that the plan
should focus first on reinforcing the corridor’s
identity and then focus on expansion.

Haddon Avenue as Camden’s “first neighborhood.”

The panel believes that Historic Haddon Avenue
can claim a distinctive identity, becoming a desti-
nation that offers an exciting alternative to other
areas in Camden or in the near suburbs: an urban
feel, somewhat edgy, but with a neighborhood
scale that is safe, walkable, entertaining, and eas-
ily accessible. The historic district can become a
place that has restaurants that cannot be found
elsewhere, music clubs that recount Camden’s
recording history, artists who have found afford-
able space, and family housing at much lower
prices than other areas further south.

Entrances/defining places. There are many oppor-
tunities to define the historic district as a new des-
tination. The panel believes that entrances to the
area from both ends of the corridor can be physi-
cally modified to attract businesses, customers,
and residents. These entrances should be thought
of as passageways rather than gateways, linking
the neighborhoods with each other and with the
corridor.

Traveling from the north toward Haddon Passage,
one first passes through the area of Cooper Uni-
versity Hospital. The panel was briefed, however,
concerning the difficulties faced by pedestrians
who need to cross Haddon Avenue between the
existing medical facilities. To improve these condi-

tions, the panel recommends that Haddon Avenue
be reconfigured as a boulevard with a median lo-
cated in alignment with the front entrance to
Cooper University Hospital. This design would
allow a waiting area for pedestrians who cannot
get across the street during one cycle of lights.
The boulevard would also serve the secondary
purpose of leading travelers to Haddon Passage
and preparing them for entry to the revitalized
section of the corridor.

The entrance from the north (the underpass under
the interstate and the PATCO tracks) is a major
development constraint and physical barrier di-
viding the Parkside neighborhood and Historic
Haddon Avenue from Cooper University Hospital.
However, this tunnel can be repositioned as “Had-
don Passage”—a name with historic connotations
alluding both to the transition from the past to the
future and to the underground passage/railroad.
The passageway can draw travelers into the his-
toric district, surrounded by murals appropriate
to the area. For example, a mosaic could pay
homage to the Quakers, the abolitionists, the
African American Civil War heroes, the first Jew-
ish settlers, and other key figures from Haddon
Avenue’s past. The panel suggests that the city
approach the Campbell Soup Company for sup-
port of such a project, since it has been an active
patron of public art.
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The triangular park and the building facades that
greet travelers emerging from Haddon Passage
set the stage for Historic Haddon Avenue. Next is
another large public space reflecting the area’s
past: Camden Cemetery, which is now owned by
the city. The cemetery should be redeveloped as
an attractive green space with a well-manicured
lawn and detailed landscaping. Tall ornamented
wrought-iron gates could surround the cemetery.
Inside, well-positioned storyboards could educate
visitors about the history of Haddon Avenue and
the famous individuals who rest at the cemetery.
Walking trails could be developed so that resi-

dents and visitors alike can take advantage of the
open space. The cemetery could also be linked
with existing walking tours, such as those given
at the Harleigh Cemetery. In other words, the
cemetery can become a neighborhood amenity
fully integrated into the area’s overall fabric.

Similarly, at the south entrance to the historic
district the panel recommends new signage to be
viewed as one rounds the corner and travels up-
hill. This entrance is near the area designated for
the Lourdes Village/Ferry Avenue TOD. The
Harleigh Cemetery can provide the same open-
space and historic interpretation amenities to this
southern area along Haddon Avenue as the Cam-
den Cemetery further north.

The panel recommends signage that guides vehic-
ular and pedestrian traffic to the historic district
from all approaches (including the Camden Green-
ways Linear Park).

The business core. Building on lessons learned
from nearby communities, it is the panel’s recom-
mendation that the community fabric created by
the architecture and scale of Haddon Avenue’s ex-
isting buildings be maintained wherever possible.
Renovated and preserved, the appearance of the
retail structures will be part of the attraction of
the Historic District. Just as Collingswood has
found, today’s shoppers seek alternatives to homo-
geneous malls and strip centers. The revitalization
and subsequent success of Collingswood’s redevel-
opment should give Camden and the Haddon Ave-
nue leaders confidence. Although quite a different
community in some ways, Collingswood has a lin-
ear downtown that was in decay. With a focused
plan, it has experienced a rapid transformation
within less than a decade.

At the pronounced intersection of Haddon and
Kaighn avenues, a visual statement can be made
that aligns with the historic theme. The panel re-
fers to this area as Haddon Square. On the parcel
that currently houses the Donut Queen, an elabo-
rate artistic memorial could be developed that
would tie Haddon Avenue’s past with its future.
Possibilities include a sculpture that would
honor the history of recorded sound. This could
complement SoundWave, the International Mu-
seum of Recorded Sound and Music Entertain-

Top: The Donut Queen
occupies a strategic site
at the intersection of
Kaighn and Haddon
avenues. Above: With
only a few restaurants in
Parkside, Donkey’s Place
is a neighborhood land-
mark that attracts cus-
tomers from outside 
the area.
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ment Center planned along the waterfront. The
Haddon Square memorial could highlight the RCA
Victor recordings that would be appreciated by
the predominantly African American community
in the area—for example, honoring artists such
as Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and others.
The memorial could also honor the African Amer-
ican soldiers that fought in the Civil War and are
buried at Camden Cemetery and at other ceme-
teries throughout the area.

The panel recommends using the existing business
base to reinforce the neighborhood. Economic de-
velopment planners can start by building on the
most successful businesses on Haddon Avenue: its
three renowned restaurants, Donkey’s, Corrine’s,
and Tropicana. Each attracts visitors from outside
the area and has been doing so for decades. The
Haddon Square area could be targeted for a con-
centration of additional distinctive restaurants
that would create an eclectic restaurant district.

Lastly, signage can help demonstrate that the
neighborhood is beginning its transformation.
Bold signage at each major intersection along
Historic Haddon Avenue could highlight the im-
pending changes; each sign could be used to brand
different sections of the avenue in keeping with
particular historic themes.

Housing. The historic district must also include
housing initiatives. Stable housing and residents

who are invested in the area not only create de-
mand for retail; they also add foot traffic, leading
to a sense of safety and security. Programs should
be supported that reinforce a mix of housing types,
including housing above retail storefronts. Home-
ownership opportunities, along with rental hous-
ing, should continue to be encouraged and should
certainly be part of future planning for the
Lourdes Village/Ferry Avenue TOD.

New uses. Given the proposed elementary school
on Haddon Avenue near Park Boulevard, the
panel recommends that Parkside Business and
Community in Partnership think boldly and cre-
atively about the types of development that can
reinforce the area’s transformation. Possibilities
include creating a school campus that would in-
clude complementary institutions such as a pub-
lic library, a performing arts institute, or a chil-
dren’s clinic.

Lourdes Village/Ferry Avenue TOD. The panel be-
lieves that it is premature to make a specific rec-
ommendation regarding the program mix for this
development. However, it strongly urges coopera-
tion among the city of Camden, PATCO, and Our
Lady of Lourdes Medical Center in reviewing
planning and development options. As the major
stakeholder in this part of the avenue, Our Lady
of Lourdes Medical Center can take the lead and
energize the process. At a minimum, the final
plan should consider the following uses to help

This view of the west 
side of the Ferry Avenue
PATCO station shows
how, as currently situ-
ated, it acts as a barrier 
to Haddon Avenue.
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reinforce the concept of a Haddon Avenue His-
toric District:

• Address Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center’s
concern for safe pedestrian travel from its facili-
ties to the Ferry Avenue PATCO station.

• Incorporate a mix of uses that can support the
hospital, its patients, and staff. Uses could in-
clude basic office support (Kinko’s, office sup-
plies), professional medical-related offices, pre-
admission testing capacity, and the like.

• Include mixed-income housing, both ownership
and rental.

• Include health-related services for community
residents (e.g., a Curves franchise or health
club; a salon, spa, or yoga center; and homeo-
pathic services).

Planning for the TOD should begin in the near
term. Several different large-scale developers,
including Steiner, Dranoff, Conifer, Pennrose, and

Cherokee, have entered the trade area. Key stake-
holders should proactively shape a plan for this
area. Three major parcels could be involved: the
land (approximately four acres) controlled by Our
Lady of Lourdes Medical Center; the land south of
Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center, including
the used-car dealership (approximately 4.6 acres);
and the PATCO land (eight acres). Area stake-
holders need to participate in the process now so
that they are included in the lead and not merely
reactive to goals established by others.

Pending the creation and implementation of a
comprehensive development plan, stakeholders
can begin now to take preliminary action. They
should consider acquiring, cleaning, and prepar-
ing some of the key parcels to allow for future de-
velopment flexibility. This process would also im-
prove the conditions at the southern entrance of
Historic Haddon Avenue.
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R
evitalization of Haddon Avenue should build
upon its distinctive history according to the
development principles discussed in this
section. The panel identified several nodes

where revitalization efforts should be focused.
Public/private partnerships will be key to main-
taining the current momentum of development
seen at Camden’s waterfront and, hopefully, re-
flected in the revitalization efforts extending into
the Parkside area. For instance, numerous transit
amenities exist to link Parkside and its neighbors
with the downtown and waterfront areas, but other
critical needs must also be served, beginning with
safety and including the basic issues of parking
and wayfinding.

With anticipated new development comes the
need for a trained workforce to serve new busi-
nesses. Job creation can significantly improve the
lives of current residents and elevate current
business opportunities. The panel believes that
the market mix along Haddon Avenue should in-
clude expanded housing options as well as addi-
tional commercial/retail services and other uses
associated with the existing medical institutions.

Themes for the Haddon Avenue
Corridor
This area benefits from an unusual and colorful
history that includes settlement by a long line
of prominent Jewish and African American resi-
dents. In addition, the avenue’s current identity
as the “Medical Mile” means that the area is also
strongly associated with health care. The panel
believes that revitalization should build upon
these themes as the corridor is revived and rein-
vented as Historic Haddon Avenue. The panel
proposes revitalizing the corridor from both the
outside in and the inside out.

Building from the Outside In
Not long ago, the retail strip on Haddon Avenue in
Collingswood was marked by vacancies and a need
for upgrading. Today, however, as one drives from
Collingswood across Ferry Avenue and past Our
Lady of Lourdes Medical Center to the heart of
Haddon Avenue in Parkside, one is struck by the
contrast and impressed with the vision achieved
in Collingswood. It is possible to envision a newly
reinvigorated Haddon Avenue in Camden that can
replicate the design and business success now so
visible in Collingswood.

One major opportunity that can benefit the His-
toric Haddon Avenue area is the transit-oriented
development (TOD) planned at the Ferry Ave-
nue PATCO station. The surface parking lot at
Ferry Avenue can accommodate 1,900 cars and
is a viable location for a mixed-use development
that could accommodate residential, retail, and
perhaps commercial medical uses consistent with
its location near Our Lady of Lourdes Medical
Center. A well-planned and -executed mixed-
use development here could leverage the Col-
lingswood success further down Haddon Avenue

Development Strategies

The community of
Collingswood, immedi-
ately south of Parkside
along Haddon Avenue,
has benefited from a
streetscaping and rehabil-
itation plan that should be
emulated along Historic
Haddon Avenue.
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and help spur investment northward into the Park-
side neighborhood and on toward Cooper Univer-
sity Hospital and the city’s central business district.

There is clearly considerable current economic
development activity along Camden’s waterfront
and in the central business district. The New
Jersey aquarium has proven to be a successful at-
traction, and its $60 million expansion is now
underway. The Campbell’s Field 6,500-seat base-
ball park sells an average of 5,000 seats for each of
its 70 home games. The Delaware River Port Au-
thority (DRPA) building is fully occupied, and the
authority has plans for an identical building on a
nearby parcel. The world headquarters for the
Campbell Soup Company remains a strong corpo-
rate neighbor in the downtown, in spite of con-
cern about neighborhood deterioration at its
southern edge. Its 36-acre campus has consider-
able expansion potential. The University of Medi-
cine and Dentistry of New Jersey is considering
possible expansion at its location, and Cooper
University Hospital has announced a $117 million
expansion. The Diocese of Camden has renovated
a major building to house Catholic Charities.

The panel believes that these economic develop-
ment activities occurring at the waterfront and
downtown have the potential to radiate south
down Haddon Avenue and eventually reach the
area designated for the Ferry Avenue TOD near
Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center and the
entry into Collingswood. This is what the panel
means by creating an effective outside-in ap-
proach to revitalizing Haddon Avenue: economic
development forces radiating inward from both
directions along Haddon Avenue resulting in a
valuable, historically resonant transportation and
commercial link with the suburbs and with the
downtown and waterfront areas.

The Inside-Out Approach
The Parkside neighborhood has made great strides
in addressing its revitalization needs over the past
few years. Issues that concern this neighborhood
include the location of the Parkside Elementary
School; the location of police and fire stations; com-
mercial development and parking along Haddon
Avenue; the potential development of the Camden
Cemetery and adjacent parcels; the use of the land
between Haddon Avenue and the PATCO tracks;

the extent of new development that could occur
and the availability of development sites particu-
larly on Haddon Avenue; the character of Haddon
Avenue and its appropriateness as a neighborhood
commercial center; and public safety.

Parkside Business and Community in Partnership
(PBCIP), Inc., has emerged as a key planning and
development nonprofit organization in this neigh-
borhood. With a primary focus on housing devel-
opment, PBCIP has forged an emerging inside-
out strategy than can complement the outside-in
revitalization efforts radiating inward from both
Collingswood and downtown Camden.

A similar development strategy for the Whitman
Park and Gateway neighborhoods close to Had-
don Avenue should be encouraged to support
the proposed Historic Haddon Avenue revitaliza-
tion strategy. Failure to develop a complemen-
tary strategy could negatively affect the proposed
redevelopment plan.

Development Principles
The city of Camden has faced many challenges,
but a considerable number remain before the
dream of revitalization can be realized. The recent
“takeover” of the city’s government and schools
by the state of New Jersey was the latest in a se-
ries of hurdles. Yet such challenges can hold op-
portunities. Through the creation of an Economic
Recovery Board (ERB) and the resultant alloca-
tion of $175 million in state funds along with the
appointment of a chief operating officer, Camden
is poised to turn this crisis into a new chapter.

Key to its recovery will be the city’s ability to
gain maximum leverage of the ERB and other
public funds with private investment. The water-
front has received nearly $400 million in invest-
ment, the bulk of which has been public money. It
has been projected that another $450 million in in-
vestment will occur on the waterfront within the
next few years, and that 90 percent of these funds
could be from private sources.

Public and Private Participation
Community leaders should try to achieve a similar
public/private mix of funding along Haddon Ave-
nue in neighborhoods like Parkside and Whitman
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Park. Much of the financing for development proj-
ects in these neighborhoods has involved a mix
of public resources, financial intermediaries, and
nonconventional sources. A key benchmark for
successful neighborhood redevelopment is the rel-
ative volume of funding from private, conventional
sources. Given the current state takeover of Cam-
den and the concurrent city budget crisis, a depen-
dence upon public funding can only drive the Had-
don Avenue revitalization process so far. The city
must work with nonprofit and for-profit develop-
ers to achieve success along the corridor so that
private investors will want to become engaged in
the redevelopment process.

Successful urban revitalizations owe much of
their success to well-planned public/private part-
nerships. Historic Haddon Avenue still needs a
focus that will clarify the development oppor-
tunities in its market, and it needs to provide
basic services for the adjoining communities and
commuting traffic. The public sector must take
a bold, entrepreneurial role, doing what it does
best to facilitate the redevelopment of this cor-
ridor in collaboration with nonprofit and private-
sector partners.

The Camden Redevelopment Agency (CRA) is
primed to be an active participant and facilitator
in the redevelopment of Historic Haddon Avenue.
Targeted development strategies should include
the following:

• Use eminent domain to assemble parcels that
might otherwise take a protracted period for
acquisition by a private developer.

• Be willing to subdivide and recombine acquired
parcels to sizes that can be marketed for rede-
velopment, relieving that responsibility from the
developers and moving projects one step closer
to realization. This strategy would be particu-
larly well targeted for development southwest
of Haddon Avenue from Mount Vernon Street
down to Chestnut Street.

• Declare a flexible policy to write down the costs
of acquired parcels in the development area that
link with the area’s overall development goals.
A writedown might be considered in the case of
offering parcels for housing development where

providing a mix of market-rate and affordable
needs is the goal. The writedown would be an
incentive for achieving the policy goal of safe-
guarding the provision for affordable housing as
the corridor redevelops.

• Write down land costs, even in the case of com-
mercial or retail development, to make projects
viable. This strategy would be particularly use-
ful in encouraging mixed-use development near
Haddon Square and at the Lourdes Village TOD.

• Establish a focused and deliberate land bank-
ing strategy when there may not be immediate
takers for certain strategically located parcels
under the redevelopment plan. Land banking
can also give the city an opportunity to apply
appropriate design overlays, zoning changes, or
other development regulations to those parcels,
whether or not they are eventually sold or the
CRA retains them as developer.

The public sector should take several other ac-
tions to induce development along Historic Had-
don Avenue, in addition to being a partner through
the CRA for land acquisition. While some mea-
sures relate directly to the development pro-
cess, other strategies address “basic knitting” for
city government:

• Targeted community-based policing is essential.
While crime statistics in Camden have recently
been trending downward, the absolute statis-
tics both real and perceived continue to cast a
shadow over attempts to reposition the city as a
place on the upward move. Regular appearance
of patrol cars with reliable routes and a police
response with genuine commitment to the zero-
tolerance approach will go far in persuading res-
idents, the private development community, and
employers that Historic Haddon Avenue is
truly open for new business.

• Targeted code enforcement is essential. It is the
ULI panel’s understanding that the city is un-
dergoing a reorganization of its plan review and
code enforcement division. A “broken window”
approach to code review focused on Haddon Av-
enue would benefit the existing property own-
ers and future investors as well. The prospect of
the city adopting a local enabling ordinance to
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apply the state of New Jersey’s new demolition-
by-neglect legislation is extremely promising,
and the panel recommends focusing on Haddon
Avenue and adjoining blocks. Where such ordi-
nances have gone into effect in other cities, they
have helped to maintain properties in good
condition and to arrest the demolition of those
communities.

• Targeted maintenance and replacement of pub-
lic infrastructure are essential. The streets, side-
walks, and overall infrastructure must be kept
in functional repair. An aggressive focus on
maintenance is one of the best signals that a city
is committed to redevelopment as a long-term
business partner. While Historic Haddon Ave-
nue connects with a good network of surface
streets, the ULI panel was informed that the
combined sanitary-storm sewer system through-
out the city is suffering from a constraint in ca-
pacity as well as decay (many segments are still
of brick-ring construction). Even though any
major sewer reconstruction represents a mas-
sive engineering and financial undertaking, the
city, county, and state should coordinate incre-
mental rehabilitation of the sewer system with
right-of-way projects.

Other strategies that the city can use to encour-
age redevelopment in support of both public and
private initiatives along Historic Haddon Avenue
include the following:

• To encourage first-time developers, the city
could offer initial payments in lieu of taxes
(PILOTs) for a period of years.

• Camden was awarded $3.4 million in federal
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
funds last year. The city has used this money
to invest in right-of-way improvements along
Haddon Avenue and plans to undertake subse-
quent phases of sidewalk enhancements. The
application of these funds for streetscape im-
provements is efficacious and should be contin-
ued. Even greater leverage would be achieved
by using CDBG funds for job creation to work
on particular segments of the corridor. For
every $35,000 of CDBG investment, one job
must be created. This funding can also assist in
covering gaps in financing for projects that will
house labor-intensive operations.

• In placing the proposed “cyber district” in down-
town Camden, several major high-technology
industries have established a network through-
out the central business district that incorpo-
rates installed fiber-optic cables in the principal
right-of-ways. This network will allow conduits
of additional fiber-optic cable to weave through
the city, linking educational, hospital, and sur-
rounding businesses. The city should extend the
fiber-optic network through Haddon Avenue to
ensure that this important corridor can support
the possible extension of the cyber district.

Transit Use and Associated Concerns
With the PATCO rail line and two bus routes
along Haddon Avenue, there seems to be good
community access to public transit. Some con-
cerns have been expressed, however, regarding
the distance to the PATCO station as a deterrent
to use. Crime near the bus stops along Haddon
Avenue, particularly after dark, may also deter
greater usage.

Haddon Avenue is a major thoroughfare for auto-
mobile traffic traveling both north and south. It
would be useful for the city to commission an ori-
gin-destination mobility study that examines trip
types, modes of transportation, and time of travel
in order to gain a better understanding of travel
patterns along the corridor.

Only this narrow pedes-
trian tunnel connects with
another surface parking
lot on the east side of the
PATCO station, eventually
leading to Haddon
Avenue.
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Camden has a prime opportunity to take advan-
tage of the current redevelopment climate to max-
imize public transit use and better manage private
automobile use along Haddon Avenue. A revital-
ized corridor will increase both parking demand
and traffic volume. The city should budget for
both occasional traffic studies as well as street and
sidewalk repair and improved street lighting.

A key objective should be to leverage the power
of mass transit. ULI has proposed the following
ten principles to achieve this objective:

• Make it better with a vision.

• Apply the power of partnerships.

• Think development when thinking about transit.

• Get the parking right.

• Build a place, not a project.

• Make retail development market driven, not
transit driven.

• Mix uses, but not necessarily in the same place.

• Make buses a great idea.

• Encourage every price point to live around
transit.

• Engage corporate attention

As revitalization plans come to fruition along Had-
don Avenue, the need for adequate and safe park-
ing facilities will increase. Most of this parking de-
mand will have to be satisfied by off-street surface
parking lots and, to a lesser extent, structured
parking at certain nodes of development. Parking
demand should be factored into the revitalization
plans along the entire length of Haddon Avenue.
Current building configurations along the corridor
will present challenges relative to the creation of
new parking.

The Critical Need for Amenities
Haddon Avenue and its adjacent neighborhoods
appear underserved in terms of the amenities
needed to support a residential community. The
area is populated primarily by small grocery
stores, bars and restaurants, beauty salons, and
barbershops. There is a paucity of pharmacies and

name-brand shopping outlets that can offer better
quality and pricing than mom-and-pop operations.
With Collingswood and Cherry Hill nearby, it is
possible for those with automobiles to shop else-
where and realize a better level of price and qual-
ity. Historic Haddon Avenue’s leaders will need 
to formulate a plan that can enhance the retail
strengths of the community and address its retail
weaknesses.

The same principle applies to other amenities that
help anchor a residential community. In Camden,
as in many other cities, the quality of public educa-
tion has deteriorated over the years. In combina-
tion with a relatively stringent property tax rate,
the difficulties of the public schools have become
issues in the neighborhoods along Haddon Avenue
and can serve as a deterrent to attracting middle-
income families. In general, there seems to be a
relatively high level of dissatisfaction with all of
the city’s public services. To succeed in revitaliz-
ing the neighborhoods along Haddon Avenue,
Camden must become much more diligent in man-
aging the delivery of public services. Improve-
ments in governmental effectiveness and respon-
siveness can help retain current residents and
attract new ones.

Business Needs for a Trained Workforce
The business community of any city needs a
skilled workforce for its primary industries. Cam-
den’s main employers are health care, education,
and government. The city’s educational attain-

A number of small neigh-
borhood grocery stores
are frequented by area
residents, but residents
must travel to the super-
market in Cherry Hill for
major shopping.
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ment level is low; 50 percent of the population has
a high school education or less. Camden’s work-
force is also very young; nearly half of the popula-
tion is under the age of 25. The larger employers
generally require employees educated beyond
the high school level for jobs paying more than the
minimum wage. Thus, a classic mismatch exists
between Camden’s workforce and the needs of its
major employers. High school completion, at a
minimum, and training programs to prepare this
population for future jobs are essential if the city
is to thrive and grow.

The expansion of the life sciences industry in
Camden, on both the medical and corporate side,
may create a greater demand for higher levels of
training that may eventually engage the residents
of Parkside and the surrounding communities.
Businesses will need to take advantage of avail-
able public training programs to overcome the
growing gap between the labor force’s skills and
employers’ needs.

Phasing Development and Supporting the
Momentum
The panel recommends that three primary nodes
of development occur along Haddon Avenue. The
first node, Haddon Passage, is the area just past
the tunnel-like entry to Parkside that flows from
the Cooper University Hospital campus, the Coriell
Institute for Medical Research, and the University
of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (UMDNJ)
to the vicinity of the Campbell Soup Company head-
quarters and the proposed Parkside elementary
school site. Traveling farther south along the cor-
ridor leads to the second node at Haddon Square,
located at the intersection of Haddon and Kaighn
avenues. The third development node is the Lourdes
Village/Ferry Avenue TOD site, where Our Lady
of Lourdes Medical Center is located (and has
recently undergone expansion) and a TOD proj-
ect is proposed adjacent to the PATCO station.

The panel believes that the medical expansion
projects at both the northern and southern ends
of Haddon Avenue represent a first phase of de-
velopment that would include Haddon Passage.
The second phase would include both the possible
Cooper University Hospital and UMDNJ expan-
sions at the northern end and the TOD plan at
Ferry Avenue, which will create an urban mixed-

use village, Lourdes Village. Haddon Square
would be developed in the third phase.

Such a phased approach at these three key devel-
opment nodes would take advantage of current
progress and incrementally leverage public in-
volvement in the revitalization of Haddon Ave-
nue. Residential development would be encour-
aged along both sides of the corridor. This activity
would help build confidence in the renaissance of
Camden among its corporate and neighborhood
partners and the state of New Jersey, all work-
ing together to actualize the city’s ambitious re-
building plans.

The Market Mix
The panel envisions an expansion of the existing
uses along Haddon Avenue and in the surround-
ing communities of Parkside, Whitman Park, and
Gateway. General land uses include additional
housing designed to attract both those seeking
workforce housing opportunities as well as higher-
income homeowners wanting to move closer to the
waterfront and the downtown. Commercial devel-
opment needs to be concentrated with upgraded
retail services. Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Cen-
ter  and Cooper University Hospital should work
with the community to clarify the medical centers’
particular roles in the revitalization of the Historic
Haddon Avenue.

Housing
The production of residential units in Parkside has
primarily been for affordable or subsidized hous-
ing, produced by nonprofit developers or housing
rehabilitation specialists. While it is important to
continue serving this segment of the market, it is
equally important to begin developing more mar-
ket-rate units.

Given the 687 vacant housing units in Parkside,
now is an opportune time to prepare short- and
long-term plans of action for redeveloping these
units as both market-rate and affordable housing.
As the neighborhood’s housing rehab specialist,
PBCIP has already begun part of this process. In
the near term, it is anticipated that available pub-
lic funds will support primarily affordable housing
rehab and perhaps some new construction. For the
middle term, a strategic mix of low-, moderate-,
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and market-rate housing should be contemplated.
A good model is Boston’s South End Neighbor-
hood Housing Initiative (SENHI), founded over
20 years ago. SENHI’s strategic plan for housing
production followed a one-third low, one-third
moderate, and one-third market model for each
development parcels.

Social and safety conditions along Haddon Ave-
nue will need to be addressed and corrected be-
fore a market-rate mandate can succeed. At this
juncture, the panel believes that it is probably more
feasible to develop affordable housing. Market-
rate housing will continue to be a challenge but
should become increasingly feasible as revitaliza-
tion efforts along Haddon Avenue proceed.

Commercial Development
Commercial business along Haddon Avenue is
currently spotty and of questionable quality. Com-
munity leaders therefore must target an appro-
priate mix of commercial enterprises that can fea-
sibly be brought into the corridor. The potential
market and employee base must be identified,
along with sources of financing. Adequate and safe
parking to support new commercial operations
must be developed.

At Haddon Passage, a commercial mix could build
upon the medical, university, and corporate pres-
ence already in place. At Lourdes Village, a com-
mercial mix could build upon the medical and
mixed-use transit village planned for the PATCO
station location. At Haddon Square, the commer-
cial mix should build upon the existing commercial
and retail activities and aim to fully serve the
residential neighborhoods abutting the corridor.
There should be services available and appropri-
ate for occupants of both market-rate and afford-
able housing.

The Hospitals’ Role in Institutional
Development
Hospitals and universities sometimes tend to see
themselves as isolated from their surrounding
neighborhoods. They are often unwilling partici-
pants in the development agendas of their respec-
tive communities. Fortunately, this does not seem
to be the case in Camden, as evidenced by the
medical centers’ support for the ULI Advisory
Services panel.

Large institutions can have a substantial economic
impact upon the neighborhoods where they are lo-
cated. At Columbia University near Harlem, at
the University of Chicago, and at the Boston Uni-
versity Medical Center adjacent to Roxbury, ad-
ministrators have engaged their institutions with
the neighboring community for mutual benefit.
Such collaborative relationships between urban
communities and their institutional neighbors
have proven key to the revitalization plans of
many larger cities.

Given the decade-old “Medical Mile” construct,
there seems to be a recognition in Camden that
such a win-win relationship is possible. Historic
Haddon Avenue’s redevelopment planning, de-
sign, and construction must therefore be pursued
through a collaborative process that will realize
mutual benefits for all stakeholders. Similarly, the
hospitals’ own institutional plans should aim to
strengthen both their institutions and the adja-
cent neighborhoods.

Development Nodes/Districts
Within the area of the “Medical Mile,” the panel
found tremendous variety in land uses, building
stock, road configuration, adjoining neighborhood
conditions, and institutional anchors. Given this
variety, the panel recommends three distinct
development nodes/districts: Haddon Passage,
Haddon Square, and Lourdes Village. (This sec-
tion of the report deals with creating the dis-
tricts, describing private- and public-sector roles
and responsibilities as applicable. The following
section discusses the planning and design of
these districts.)

Haddon Passage
The panel learned that there is a strong desire to
create a safe pedestrian connection across Haddon
Avenue for those using the services at the various
health care facilities north of the overpass. The
panel suggests constructing a median along this
portion of the avenue to create a boulevard with
appropriate landscaping and lighting. The median
would offer slower pedestrians, who cannot cross
on one light cycle, a safe waiting area. The panel
also recommends a clearly marked pedestrian
crosswalk rather than a tunnel or bridge. Tunnels



are exorbitantly expensive, and pedestrians tend
not to use elevated crosswalks. A bridge would
not provide a direct connection at ground level,
where most people want to enter, and it would
create a visual barrier along the street. Instead
the panel recommends considering various traffic
calming devices such as allowing parallel parking,
incorporating speed bumps, and providing signage
and streetscaping. An environment of improved
walkability that is pedestrian-friendly can be cre-
ated using these various methods.

Private development. The area’s concentration of
medical institutions provides an opportunity for
additional expansion and, with that, an increased
number of area stakeholders to support commer-
cial development and traffic improvements along
Haddon Avenue. New development at Haddon
Passage would represent a symbolic and critical
investment opportunity to spark further revital-
ization of the corridor. Moreover, given the inter-
est in a four-year medical school with a possible
enrollment of 400 students, consolidated develop-
ment could incorporate mixed-use student hous-
ing, administrative offices, and other shared sup-
port services for these institutions.

Public development. The panel suggests a new way
of looking at the entrance into Parkside along Had-
don Avenue: the tunnel-like entry can be trans-
formed into a major landmark through urban de-
sign and art that announces movement in both
directions and serves as a connection rather than as

a barrier. Funding for this kind of enhancement may
be obtained through a grant from the National En-
dowment for the Arts (NEA) and its program on
public works. State and local arts groups can as-
sist the community in identifying the scope and
program. Many communities have involved local
artists in similar projects that have become part 
of an educational initiative supported by the NEA.

One example is the art wall at Boutwell Audito-
rium in Birmingham, Alabama, an NEA-funded
project to enhance the exterior of a public audito-
rium located along Interstate 20/59. Children from
the poorest zip code in Alabama designed and cre-
ated the tiles that compose the image. Projects
such as these can both transform a community and
give them ownership of the transformation.

Public art may be abstract, representational, or a
combination of both. Community leaders could ex-
plore “history and health” as a theme, or consider
linking Camden’s rich recording history with the
SoundWave music museum planned for the water-
front area. A public art program could help illumi-
nate the early music industry that was reflected
in Haddon Avenue’s jazz clubs, recording studios,
and related businesses. Numerous musicians also
lived in the area. These aspects of Haddon Ave-
nue’s history could be chronicled and related to
the SoundWave museum through an art walk and
public spaces that encompass various media. Even-
tually, a public art program could extend along
the entire corridor, punctuating public spaces and
complementing both public and private property
development.

Haddon Square
The panel suggests that the area just north of
the intersection of Park Boulevard south to the
intersection of Kaighn Avenue be named Haddon
Square. This important segment of the corridor
includes the entrances to both the Gateway and
Parkside neighborhoods, and traverses a major
arterial that serves the entire region.

Private investment. Revitalizing the existing store-
front businesses will be a key component of the
development strategy for this node. There is an
opportunity for mixed-use development, although
most of the historic building elevations along the
block’s northern section are currently residential.
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This view shows the
northern underpass that
the panel has proposed
for redesign as Haddon
Passage.
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Where possible, the eventual mix of uses should
contain living units and, given aggressive redevel-
opment of the adjoining neighborhoods, residents
should have the choice to stay in Historic Haddon
Avenue. Coordination with the neighborhood com-
munity development corporations will be neces-
sary to maintain this balance.

Haddon Square’s more architecturally significant
buildings would lend themselves to development
of small businesses, some of which could be tar-
geted for the adjoining neighborhood market.
However, some businesses, particularly restau-
rants, could serve a much broader capture area. A
“restaurant row” with other types of boutique
businesses could create a signature destination.

The Camden Redevelopment Agency, BID, or a
strong merchant association could take a master
lease on several properties and support startups,
clustering the businesses to help establish a
theme. Assistance in entrepreneurial training
could also be provided. Minneapolis has initiated a
similar program to revitalize its older, distressed
commercial corridors.

Public investment. The Early Childhood Develop-
ment Center being proposed near Park Boulevard
and Haddon Avenue offers a strong opportunity
for additional programmatic and physical codevel-
opment at a key intersection that connects the
Parkside and Gateway neighborhoods. Many cities
across the nation are turning elementary schools
into community service centers by partnering
with groups such as the Annenberg Institute of
Providence or the Whiteford Community Program
in Atlanta. These organizations are working with
public elementary schools to extend their academic
mission by offering joint programs. Often these
partnerships result in development that stabilizes
the community and prepares it for revitalization.

Many of these partnering programs address the
health care needs of their communities. Historic
Haddon Avenue and Parkside present such oppor-
tunities because of the stabilizing force created
by Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center and the
Cooper University Hospital complex. Job training
is provided by Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Cen-
ter and Cooper University Hospital under a New
Jersey Department of Labor grant to prepare

workers for entry-level jobs. The potential also
exists to join with UMDNJ to provide a site for a
dental clinic along the avenue.

Other partnering opportunities include the planned
new Parkside elementary school and adult and
youth instructional programs offered by the area’s
universities to assist the community with lifetime
education and training and to augment their own
curriculums in education and social science. Still
other programs could include a family develop-
ment center, supplementary services for “no child
left behind” educational programs, a full-service
or satellite library branch, or a program affiliated
with the Walt Whitman Cultural Arts Center to
teach art and graphic skills to both children and
adults. Some of these proposed partnerships might
be eligible for funding through the Camden Em-
powerment Zone Corporation or other federal
grants, particularly if they are proposed within
the context of a broader redevelopment plan.

All such projects should be executed according to
a high standard of design that would help attract
visitors and be a source of pride for community
residents. The site plan for the Parkside elemen-
tary school, particularly if there are other devel-
opment partners, should create a significant public
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businesses operate profitably within the develop-
ment. The placement of these services could be
around a courtyard linked to the street and serv-
ing both waiting and passing customers. Busi-
nesses that support multimodal travelers would
be particularly appropriate.

Development Objectives
As part of the revitalization process, special atten-
tion should be given to the potential role of minor-
ity real estate developers and those minorities en-
gaged in the planning and design process, as well
as those minority business enterprises (MBEs) in-
volved in the building trades. The city of Camden
has only a shallow history of fostering black entre-
preneurship, and thus the pool of potential real es-
tate developers, architects, and contractors is
thin. There is not currently a critical mass of mi-
nority professionals to take advantage of the an-
ticipated building boom that appears to be on
Camden’s horizon.

Job Training
It is doubtful that it would be possible to meet the
city of Camden’s minority labor force and MBE
requirements for new building projects with the
currently limited pool of minority talent within
Camden and the surrounding communities. There-
fore a public/private minority development educa-
tion and training program should be organized
along the lines of the MIT Center for Real Estate
Development or the University of Southern Cali-
fornia’s Lusk Center for Real Estate. The Rutgers
University School of Business and the Camden
division of the Cherry Hill Regional Chamber of
Commerce both operate small business develop-
ment programs that can also be resources for mi-
nority training.

It will be important to continue to support the
building trades training programs now in place at
the American Community Partnership and at the
Laborer’s International Local No. 222 located on
Haddon Avenue. The number of building trades
jobs in both Camden and the surrounding commu-
nities will be a source of employment for many
years to come. With the number of construction
projects now underway or planned in Camden,
there is going to be a major demand for talent.

space at the intersections of Park Boulevard and
Haddon Avenue, establishing four square corners
and an opportunity for retail development at grade.
Moreover, the extension of a tree-lined median
strip on Park Boulevard, as proposed in the plan
presented by Hillier Architects, would reinforce a
sense of community ownership and highlight the
public space.

Lourdes Village
This area will benefit from the planned TOD proj-
ect, the hospital expansion currently underway,
and the opportunity to improve transit, vehicular,
and pedestrian linkages.

Public investment. The Ferry Avenue TOD project
is one of the most exciting opportunities planned
along the corridor. Not only will it provide a desti-
nation and major improvement for the area, but it
will also provide a better linkage between the com-
munities of Parkside and Collingswood. The public
investment component of the TOD would consist
of right-of-way improvements to ensure an attrac-
tive and safe pedestrian environment at all times
of day for PATCO riders. This alone will be of
great benefit because it will enhance the safety
and security of the area and attract a greater
number of users.

Moreover, public investment in an expanded tran-
sit station in the midst of dense development of-
fers an opportunity to capture both the transit
and residential markets that can in turn support
the revitalization of various businesses and ser-
vices on Haddon Avenue. The public development
strategy should include providing sufficient loca-
tions for viable retail in new buildings, thus in-
creasing street-level activity along Ferry Avenue
and other streets leading to the Haddon Ave-
nue corridor. The panel believes that Lourdes Vil-
lage can become a prime commercial center with
strong links to Collingswood and other towns
along the transit route.

Private investment. The Ferry Avenue TOD proj-
ect will offer an optimal location for mixed-use
development that could include offices, retail, and
residential uses. The local hospitals are prime
partners for generating users and expanding mar-
kets for private investment. Numerous businesses
can serve the commuting public, who can help
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According to officials at Local 222, approximately
1,000 to 1,200 people come through their doors
seeking employment in the building trades via
their apprenticeship training program. Of this
number, around 400 show up for orientation, and
around 200 to 300 eventually make it to job sites.
Then the challenge becomes to keep them on the
job sites and to become steady, reliable workers.

With the critical mass of medical facilities and
other life sciences initiatives within Camden, it
may also be an opportune time to explore launch-
ing a biomedical education and training program.
One current working model is the Boston Univer-
sity Medical Center’s biomedical education and
training program, which has been in operation for
nearly 20 years. Since 1989, nearly 10,000 local
residents have received training in this program
out of its Roxbury, Massachusetts, location and its
mobile laboratory and have moved on to well-pay-
ing jobs in the that region’s burgeoning biotech-
nology industry. Granted, the Boston-Cambridge
axis is one of the nation’s centers of biotechnology
activity, and suggestions of a similar potential in
Camden may be a stretch. But Camden’s life sci-
ence institutions must remain ahead of the curve
and expand their access to a skilled workforce.

Job Creation
As Camden’s waterfront development proceeds, a
range of new service jobs will become available at
the ballpark, the aquarium, the technology center,
and the entertainment venues. Many of these jobs
could and should be filled by residents from the
neighborhoods adjoining Haddon Avenue.

As revitalization proceeds along Haddon Avenue
and continues at the waterfront, targets for job
creation should be established and the number
and types of such jobs identified and made avail-
able to Haddon Avenue residents. The more suc-
cessful that redevelopment is in creating jobs for
the existing workforce, the more likely it is that
the community will stabilize and move beyond its
relative dependence on the underground economy.
The effectiveness of job creation will in turn be re-
flected in the long-term success of redevelopment.

Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage
The panel recommends a parcel-to-parcel linkage
strategy that will tie new development opportuni-
ties in high-demand locations with assistance for
needy neighborhoods.

The city of Boston’s parcel-to-parcel linkage plan,
put in place nearly 20 years ago, has yielded the
nine-story Renaissance Park office building in the
distressed Roxbury community, linked with the
36-story One Lincoln office tower in the financial
district adjacent to Chinatown. A minority devel-
opment team was selected and paired with a na-
tional commercial real estate firm. Four nonprofit
community development corporations were in-
cluded in the team, bringing “sweat equity” to the
equation. In addition, two new community trusts
were created to benefit the Roxbury and China-
town communities. A community benefits pack-
age was assembled early in the process to ensure
that proceeds from the prosperity downtown
would flow into the poorer neighborhoods. This
process yielded several new minority millionaires,
as well as close to $30 million in community bene-
fits targeted to the four CDCs and the two com-
munity trusts.

Several of Camden’s waterfront and CBD projects
are worthy candidates for such a strategy. They
are located in prosperous zones that can be linked
with the needy neighborhoods surrounding the
Haddon and Kaighn avenues redevelopment area.
Projects in the prosperous zones include the pro-
posed 175,000-square-foot Two Port Center office
building; the proposed 440,000-square-foot Three
Port Center high-technology office development;
the expansion of the newly named Adventure
Aquarium district to cover 33 acres, including

Members of the panel 
and ULI staff.
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housing, office, retail, hotel, and parking uses,
with estimated costs in the $135 million range and
a 2013 anticipated completion date; and Lanning
Square’s 800-unit housing project, which will in-
clude 600 market-rate units.

Some or all of these projects can be linked with
Haddon Square, given political will and motiva-
tion sufficient to involve the needy neighborhoods
in making the decisions regarding which Haddon
Square parcels can be feasibly linked. The eco-
nomic ingredients of this proposed linkage plan
would include developer joint ventures; a commu-
nity benefits package; a participation by the needy
parcels in the net operating income (NOI) from
the prosperous parcels; a proportion of the pro-
ceeds from building sales, if and when they occur;
and the development of community trusts that can
help fund affordable housing development.

Another possible linking component is Sound-
Wave, the forthcoming International Museum of
Recorded Sound and Music Entertainment Cen-
ter, a 100,000-square-foot, $50 million facility that
will celebrate Camden’s storied history in
recorded sound. A possible cultural link from the
waterfront museum could be a walking music his-
tory trail along Haddon Avenue to Kaighn Avenue
that would exploit the market potential for an arts
and entertainment scene along the corridor. Ex-
amples of such initiatives can be seen in Kansas
City, Missouri, around 18th and Vine streets, and
in the New Orleans warehouse district.
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H
istoric Haddon Avenue has strengths that
can provide the foundation for creating a
positive future. These strengths can be
captured in four key planning and design

concepts:

• Celebrate the Historic Haddon Avenue corridor.

• Create three special places.

• Protect and enhance the street’s historic archi-
tecture.

• Interpret Haddon Avenue’s history.

The panel’s core recommendation is to incorpo-
rate and emphasize these concepts at every op-
portunity in the planning and design of Historic
Haddon Avenue.

Celebrate the Historic Haddon Avenue
Corridor
Haddon Avenue was originally an Indian trail
leading to areas southward. It became one of the
important colonial turnpikes from Camden to ad-
joining villages and was the alignment for the first
trolley line extension to the turn-of-the-century
suburb of Parkside. Today, as County Road 561,
the avenue remains a strong connector to South

Jersey. The panel recommends that Historic Had-
don Avenue’s role as a corridor and connector be
highlighted through certain design strategies dis-
cussed below.

Enliven the major connections. At both the north
end of Haddon Avenue near the Starr Bridge and
at the south near the Ferry Avenue crossing,
major gateway experiences should be designed
that let travelers know they are entering and wel-
comed to the Historic Haddon Avenue area.

Perceived barriers should become passages. The
entrances from both the north and the south are
through underpasses that are development con-
straints and physical barriers separating Historic
Haddon Avenue from the adjacent areas. These
tunnels, however, can be repositioned as “passages”
—a name that alludes to transitions from the
past to the future and to connections that join
places together.

The passageways should be enhanced. The passages
should be reconceived and designed to announce
entry into a historic zone. Art and signage should
be incorporated in substantial ways into these
transition areas to create the sense of arrival and
welcome. Art and signage can begin to tell the

Planning and Design

Far left: The Cooper Health
System is composed of
Cooper Hospital/University
Medical Center and Chil-
dren’s Regional Hospital,
a trauma center, and a
Ronald McDonald House.
Left: Our Lady of Lourdes
Medical Center provides
an impressive presence
along the southern por-
tion of the corridor.
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story of Historic Haddon Avenue and to convey
what makes it a unique area within the city.

Signage will be key. There should be signage at the
northern passage that notes the directions to
downtown, the Camden waterfront, Cooper Uni-
versity Hospital, the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey, the Coriell Institute, and
Campbell Soup Company’s world headquarters.
At the southern passage, signage should highlight
Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center, Harleigh
Cemetery, Collingswood, and Haddonfield. At
each of these passages, bold and distinctive signs
should mark the development of a reenergized and
revitalized core for Historic Haddon Avenue at
the intersection of Haddon and Kaighn avenues.
Such signage can reinforce the importance of His-
toric Haddon Avenue as a connector to destina-
tions and as a destination in itself.

Strengthen the full range of transportation net-

works. The area’s road network should be
strengthened and enhanced as currently proposed
in the draft Parkside Redevelopment Strategic
Plan and in the initial planning for Kaighn Av-
enue. Connections to the Ferry Avenue PATCO
station need to be aggressively improved, particu-
larly by providing a better linkage to Lourdes.
The safety of pedestrians traveling to this station
is paramount to making Historic Haddon Avenue
accessible and more secure for the community.
Enhanced bicycle and pedestrian connections to
the regional trails network along the Cooper
River should be created along Baird and Kaighn
avenues. Sidewalk connections to all connecting
streets need to be improved, and handicapped ac-
cess provided where missing, to make sure that it
is easy for pedestrians to reach the corridor.

Maintain and reestablish the avenue’s connectivity

with surrounding areas. Within the Cooper Univer-
sity Hospital area, discussions are underway to
create better pedestrian access and safety along
and across that portion of Haddon Avenue. The
panel recommends designing these improvements
in a way that maintains the avenue’s historic
alignment and roadbed. As plans progress, traffic
calming measures will help reinforce pedestrian
safety and maintain Haddon Avenue’s importance
as a pedestrian connector to areas to the south. At
the Ferry Avenue end of the corridor, artificial

traffic blockages have been placed on the historic
roadbed. The panel recommends that, as the
southern end of the corridor is redeveloped, these
barriers should be removed and the historic align-
ment reestablished. These adjustments would
help signify the entrance to the first Camden com-
munity developed along the historic corridor.

Create Three Special Places
Historic Haddon Avenue’s existing configuration
can be adapted to create natural activity centers
that will anchor the corridor’s redevelopment. The
three locations that should be targeted are, as al-
ready mentioned, Haddon Passage, Haddon
Square, and Lourdes Village.

Haddon Passage
The role of this entryway and welcome point to
Historic Haddon Avenue is paramount. The panel
has identified a number of planning and design op-
portunities, listed below, that could help improve
the passageway.

• Redesign Haddon Avenue as a boulevard as it
passes the medical buildings, thus creating a
safe pedestrian crossing and improved walkabil-
ity among the facilities on both sides of the cor-
ridor.

• Redesign the underpasses with art, signage,
and lighting improvements to become a gate-
way entrance.

• Use the small vacant triangle just south of the
underpass as part of the gateway experience.
Design and integrate it as a public open space
for the building block that could be developed
there. Consider incorporating the remnant trol-
ley tracks at that corner as part of the story-
telling about Historic Haddon Avenue.

• This section of Haddon Avenue could benefit
from a mix of housing and small-scale retail to
serve Cooper University Hospital and the
Campbell Soup Company world headquarters.

• Review other examples of successful revitaliza-
tion in the area. Use the renovated residential
housing block just north of the underpass in the
Cooper Hospital area as a possible model for
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how Haddon Passage’s existing housing could
be revitalized.

• Consider the length of the blocks in develop-
ment decisions. Explore creating a midblock
break in the north residential line of units in the
first long block. This imposing edifice’s length is
so extensive that it tends to overwhelm the
pedestrian environment.

• Consider the small Camden Cemetery as an
open space and a possible visitor attraction op-
portunity linked with the Harleigh Cemetery
farther south. One opportunity may be to repo-
sition the Camden Cemetery as an area for
walking and historic interpretation. An innova-
tive idea presented by city staff was to create a
small churchlike structure on the site, redesign-
ing the site so that it takes on the character of a
traditional church burial grounds. The “church”
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• Parking controls based on time may be needed
in the future to ensure turnover of parking
spaces for retail and commercial uses. Paid
parking can be a disincentive to shopping in
developing retail areas, so the timing of this
strategy should be carefully weighed against
the area’s current economic vitality. An initial
strategy of ticketing when a car has been
parked longer than an allotted time might be
most productive to achieve the balance of turn-
ing over parking while minimizing sales losses
at the shops.

• The retail health of Haddon Square will depend
on the residential density surrounding it. The
panel reaffirms the direction of the current
Strategic Redevelopment Plan for major rede-
velopment of the areas west of Haddon Avenue
in the Gateway and Whitman Park neighbor-
hoods, encouraging denser owner-occupied
homes and townhouse development. This strat-
egy would markedly help to remove neighbor-
hood blight and increase residential density to
support Haddon Square.

• There has been discussion within the commu-
nity about creating a pedestrian station and
connections to the PATCO line where Kaighn
Avenue crosses the rail line. To obtain a station,
the community will need to demonstrate the ca-
pability of meeting a number of user, opera-
tional, and process realities. Demographic data
on ridership generation, analysis of effects on
rail operations, establishment of a secure and
safe neighborhood context, and wide consensus
and support for the station by the neighbor-
hood, the city, and its leaders would be needed.
Thus, community leaders must allow consider-
able time for the research, design, approval, and
implementation process. The panel therefore
recommends that Haddon Station’s plans and
designs not require the new station in order to
succeed. Instead, planning should allow it to
happen. Then, if it materializes, the station can
be an additional amenity for the area rather
than the linchpin needed for success.

Lourdes Village
This medical complex serves as the southern an-
chor for Historic Haddon Avenue. The panel sug-

could then be used as a civic space, perhaps as a
neighborhood museum.

Haddon Square
This site at the intersection of Haddon and Kaighn
avenues should be developed as the neighborhood
heart and center of Historic Haddon Avenue. The
existing retail is the strongest along the street.
The panel reconfirms and supports predecessor
plans by the Camden Redevelopment Agency and
the Parkside Business and Community in Partner-
ship, Inc., to create a neighborhood business area
in the two to three blocks flanking this intersec-
tion. A number of design and planning strategies
can enhance the Haddon Square area:

• The Haddon Square area should be the initial
urgent focus for continuing streetscape and fa-
cade improvements.

• Concentrate retail uses beginning nearest the
Haddon and Kaighn intersection and then radi-
ate development outward. The mere presence
of retail density will help to mark a center.

• An icon building or a small civic square with a
landmark art installation should be considered
to physically mark the sense of arrival at the
core. The site currently occupied by the Donut
Queen would be an appropriate location for such
a landmark.

• Two larger footprint buildings could be located
at the two larger corners of the intersection.
These would be ideal locations for retail anchors.

• Infill buildings of three stories should be consid-
ered to add a physical accent at this intersection.

• Create a variety of parking opportunities. Had-
don Avenue is blessed with the street parking
pattern that many new communities are trying
to reintroduce. Parallel curbside parking in
commercial areas attracts shoppers, since it re-
duces the time to park and shop. Thus, parallel
parking should be encouraged and maintained
in the commercial retail core. As commercial
density and community use of Historic Haddon
Avenue increases, it may become necessary to
add parking lots within adjoining residential
areas. These lots could be located behind build-
ings within the first block on crossing streets.
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• Improve the connections with Harleigh Ceme-
tery. As the final resting place of Walt Whit-
man, it is a regional tourist destination. Take
advantage of that connection. Theme this area
to reference the cemetery. Increase signage and
sidewalk connections to it.

• Work with the TOD planners and the adjacent
village of Collingswood to remove the artificial
barriers at Ferry Avenue. This is an important
symbolic and retail need. This barrier between
the communities should be removed not only to
reinforce the sense of historic continuity along
Haddon Avenue but to make sure that access to
new retail development at Lourdes Village and
Haddon Square remains unencumbered.

Protect and Enhance the Street’s
Historic Architecture
The original architecture along the section of Had-
don Avenue within the study area has remained
remarkably intact. This architectural asset should
be protected and revitalized, as accomplished by
the villages farther south. The historic architec-
ture can be preserved and celebrated in a number
of ways:

• Create a strong set of design guidelines to pro-
tect the fabric of the early 1900s buildings. Infill

gests a number of design and planning strategies
for this area:

• A TOD plan is being developed by PATCO for
the Ferry Avenue Station. An urgent recom-
mendation is that the plan should factor in the
area south of Our Lady of Lourdes Medical
Center and south of Haddon Avenue to Ferry
Avenue. In particular, the land use plan and de-
sign should address the coordination of a safe
and well-lit pedestrian route between the med-
ical center and the PATCO station and in the
parking areas serving the hospital.

• Establish the Our Lady of Lourdes Medical
Center area as a special design zone to protect
the architectural distinctiveness of the adjacent
convent and the main entry facade of the hospi-
tal while permitting change for future needs.

• On the parcels south of Historic Haddon Av-
enue controlled by the medical center, aligning
buildings with the street edge should be encour-
aged to extend the village fabric and increase
pedestrian safety. A continuing building facade
aligned closely with the street helps maintain a
pedestrian-scaled environment.

• Maintain views to the Lady of Lourdes statue
atop the hospital as an icon and emblem of the
southern end of the corridor.
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development should respect these historic char-
acteristics and the architectural context.

• Support and fund the facade improvement pro-
gram that is currently awaiting approval. This
initiative needs the strong support of the local
neighborhood and the city of Camden.

• Reestablish the historic pattern of building-
to-street relationships. The panel recommends
that the north and south ends of Historic Had-
don Avenue protect the traditional residential
pattern as it relates to the street. The elevated
covered front porches should be reestablished.
In the Haddon Square area, where commer-
cial and retail uses will dominate, maintaining
or allowing modifications to establish tradi-
tional commercial and retail street-level en-
tries with short overhangs or canopies should
be encouraged.

• Continue the streetscape improvement pro-
gram that was begun by the city. This program
has already resulted in positive change. Using
high-quality streetlights and durable street fur-
nishings serves the city well and adds to the
sense of community pride and security.

• The planting design should correspond with the
land use. Trees with a high canopy are best
suited for retail areas. This is particularly im-
portant in the Haddon Square area, where a
high canopy will be necessary to allow shoppers
to walk without impedance and to enable sig-
nage on retail storefronts to be easily seen from
the street. In the residential zones, street trees
may be slightly shorter to create buffers be-
tween the housing and the street and create
added privacy.

• Focus on improving view corridors—the views
into the adjacent neighborhood streets. The
sense of security for users of Historic Haddon
Avenue will be enhanced if their glimpses into
the surrounding neighborhoods are of clean,
well-maintained streetscapes and structures.
Prioritize improving the streetscapes and build-
ing facades, particularly in the first blocks off
Haddon Avenue.

• Building height modifications may be needed
for modernization and adherence to code re-
quirements. Flexibility can be achieved through
innovative design guidelines that preserve the
existing building facades while allowing for
slight modifications. One such guideline could be

This typical intersection
along Haddon Avenue
illustrates the predomi-
nant lack of streetscaping
and facade improve-
ments.
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based on street-level sight lines extending over
the front parapet line across the street; building
heights could be allowed to increase to just
below the limit of those sight lines.

• Building signage could be designed to be more
modern, to be more “arty,” or to reflect the
area’s African American population, thus distin-
guishing Historic Haddon Avenue from the
other villages farther south.

Interpret Haddon Avenue’s History
Honoring Haddon Avenue’s long and diverse his-
tory and evolution should be a primary theme in
the community’s revitalization.

• Create a Historic Haddon Avenue logo or em-
blematic color that is consistently used in sig-
nage, marketing, and logos.

• Use public art along the corridor to convey the
historic richness of the avenue and to reassert a
sense of neighborhood pride. The art should be
constructed of durable materials such as tile,
metal, concrete, or stone to convey a sense of
permanence and to withstand the vagaries of
time, weather, and human activities. It should
be of a very high quality, thus reinforcing the
public’s perception of positive change and rein-
vestment in the community.

• Build a community art program to sensitively
incorporate additional works into the corridor’s
visual fabric. These pieces, too, should be of the
highest quality and durability and should em-
phasize the avenue’s history. A nearby example
is the mural at the Camden County building
downtown, which is beautifully executed and
has a timeless quality. Community art can pay
homage to the Quakers, the abolitionists, the
African American Civil War heroes, the first
Jewish settlers, and other groups and individu-
als from Haddon Avenue’s past. The Campbell
Soup Company has been a significant patron of
public art.

• Create a master pedestrian and vehicular
wayfinding system. As previously noted, the
surrounding institutions and their long-standing
relationships with Historic Haddon Avenue
should be reflected in a distinctive signage

strategy. Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Cen-
ter, Cooper University Hospital, the University
of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, the
Campbell Soup Company’s world headquarters,
the Camden County Historical Society, and
Camden High School all attract a wealth of peo-
ple who should feel welcomed and oriented by
Historic Haddon Avenue.

Top: Residential street
cross section. Above: Re-
tail street cross section.
Left: This street scene
shows the positive impact
of street trees along a
three-block stretch of the
corridor. Street trees
should be spaced prop-
erly and have a higher
canopy along retail
facades, so that signage
can remain clearly visible.
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• Design interpretive visitor informational sig-
nage and routes to both Harleigh Cemetery,
where Walt Whitman’s grave is located, and
Camden Cemetery, where abolitionists and
black Civil War soldiers are buried. Creating a
route that ties the core of Historic Haddon Av-
enue to these destinations will add to the diver-
sity of the story along the corridor.

• Create informational opportunities or art instal-
lations that emphasize the various groups that
have resided along Historic Haddon Avenue:
Quaker settlers, Jewish suburbanites, and, in
particular, the current African American com-
munity.

• Consider links with the forthcoming Sound-
Wave museum and entertainment center at the
Camden waterfront. Art installations, sidewalk

monuments, or informational signs could docu-
ment the African American and Jewish musi-
cians who recorded in Camden and lived along
Haddon Avenue. Live performances could be
planned in the restaurants and privately man-
aged spaces, bringing the sounds of music to the
Historic Haddon Avenue streetscape. As the
safety and security of the area improves, public
performance spaces could be incorporated into
the streetscape.

Historic Haddon Avenue’s strengths are distinc-
tive. Many rewards can be reaped from detailed
planning, design, and implementation of a history-
based revitalization strategy.

Right: Several of Haddon
Avenue’s buildings feature
significant architectural
detailing and could serve
as landmarks helping to
demarcate intersections.
Far right: Many of the
existing buildings include
attractive architectural
details that, with home-
owner assistance pro-
grams offering help with
maintenance and repairs,
could be highlighted to
create a stronger visual
presence.
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T
here is no single formula for redevelopment,
but plans should begin by determining the
local resources and assets and taking appro-
priate measures to build on them. Any pro-

gram for Haddon Avenue will require addressing
the negative perceptions of the area and promot-
ing economic development through job growth.
The panel suggests the following strategic actions
in support of the economic development and revi-
talization of Haddon Avenue.

Phase I: Market Preparation
If a neighborhood shopping street is clean, safe,
and friendly, customers will be drawn to their fa-
vorite shops even though the street as a whole
may still be in transition from decline to rejuvena-
tion. If even one of these characteristics is absent,
some neighborhood residents will continue to shop
elsewhere, and few commuters will be likely to
stop as they drive through. Achieving an accept-
able comfort level for neighborhood shoppers,
however, will not happen without a coordinated,
holistic approach to addressing the street’s under-
lying problems and deficiencies.

Improve the Image of the Area
Today, the reality is that Haddon Avenue is an un-
safe place and carries the image of, at best, a mar-
ginal shopping district. To address these prob-
lems, an ongoing plan to improve the real and
perceived public safety concerns in the trade area
and surrounding neighborhoods must be devel-
oped and launched immediately:

• Law enforcement authorities must take respon-
sibility for enforcing a zero-tolerance policy
along Haddon Avenue. This should include a
physical police presence in an established office
or retail space (not a trailer). Added police pa-
trols will increase peace of mind for potential
retailers and customers, particularly since the
area has a poor reputation to overcome.

• The city must stringently enforce the new
building code in the area to improve the quality,
appearance, and safety of the street. The codes
must be kept flexible and suitable for historic
buildings. It is important that these efforts not
be undercapitalized but instead reflect a gen-
uine new commitment.

• The Camden Redevelopment Agency should
continue with its aggressive acquisition policy
in conjunction with code enforcement. Boarded-
up, graffiti-ridden, unsafe buildings present not
only an unappealing but an unsafe environment
that reflects a lack of effective government and
low community standards.

• The city needs to place a priority on reducing
homelessness and drug abuse along the street.
Social services, however, should not be clus-
tered nearby. A concentration of social services
sends the wrong message.

• Plan to eliminate intimidating security devices
such as chain-link fences, razor wire, roll-down
metal doors, and window grilles. Instead seek
alternatives such as see-through gates that will
preserve visibility of shop windows.

• School improvements and “second chance” edu-
cational programs will also be critical to the suc-
cess of revitalization in a community where 49
percent of the adult population has not com-
pleted high school; 48 percent of the population
is under 25; unemployment is high; and more of
the criminals sentenced to jail come from Cam-
den than from Trenton, which is four times
larger.

Establish a Historic District
Historic preservation can be a surprisingly effec-
tive economic development strategy. Establishing
a separate historic district generates historic
preservation and development guidelines and as-
sists with federal historic preservation tax credits.

Implementation
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provement District (HHBID). The organization
should be a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with a
governing body (a merchant association) that con-
sists of the primary stakeholders positioned along
the corridor, including Our Lady of Lourdes Med-
ical Center, the Cooper University Hospital, the
Gateway, Parkside, and Whitman Park CDCs, and
the Camden County Historical Society. Each
should be represented on the board. The structure
and charge of the HHBID should be clearly de-
fined. A manager should be hired to conduct
stakeholder and other development partner meet-
ings; to help develop design guidelines and en-
forcement methods; and to serve as the liaison
with the public agencies that support commercial
and community development. Basically, the
HHBID would be charged with representing the
business district and implementing plans; it would
partner with the Greater Camden Partnership for
services.

This organization must become the on-the-ground
development partner for Historic Haddon Av-
enue. Funding for a BID is available through fed-
eral economic development grants for planning
support and technical assistance. Among the first
development-promoting activities that the
HHBID can undertake are:

Historic buildings eligible for the National His-
toric Register or contributing to a local historic
district can receive federal tax credits of up to 20
percent of the cost of renovation. There is also re-
cent evidence that some tax credit investors are
willing to consider combining historic rehabilita-
tion and new market tax credits to provide the
capital necessary to revitalize low-income historic
neighborhoods. By establishing design guidelines,
the character of the neighborhood will be pre-
served. This provides an attractive environment
that will increase property values and attract new
businesses and homeowners.

Our Lady of Lourdes Medical Center, Cooper Uni-
versity Hospital, the Gateway and Parkside Busi-
ness and Community in Partnership, United Neigh-
bors of Whitman Park, and the Camden County
Historical Society should be engaged in the creation
of the district to insure their commitment to a His-
toric Haddon Avenue business improvement dis-
trict. It will be necessary to create an advisory
board that is linked to stakeholders with a vested
interest in the success of Historic Haddon Avenue.

Establish a Business Improvement District
The panel also advises that this area be organized
as the Historic Haddon Avenue Business Im-

This typical Haddon
Avenue block shows the
extent of vacant and
boarded-up buildings that
provide opportunities for
adaptive reuse and reha-
bilitation.
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• Establish design review and development
guidelines that will enhance the corridor’s over-
all quality consistent with its intrinsic character
and will support the rebuilding of facades along
the avenue.

• Develop and apply these guidelines in collabora-
tion with the property owners and the city offi-
cials that will enforce them. Guidelines will vary
for different areas along the corridor, but they
should be in place from Haddon Passage to
Lourdes Village. The stabilization of these his-
toric properties needs to be approached with
both a carrot and a stick.

• Set up a clear division of duty between what the
city of Camden is best equipped to do to main-
tain Historic Haddon Avenue and what the
HHBID should undertake administratively.

• Coordinate public events at key times and at
key locations to promote ongoing revitalization
efforts.

The HHBID also needs to inventory and establish
funding sources. The panel suggests the following
mechanisms:

• Apply for federal grants.

• Provide assistance to the private sector in re-
ceiving procurements and contracts.

• Establish revolving funds.

• Initiate loan guarantee programs.

Streamline Development Procedures and the
Approval Process
It is important to make the process of obtaining
development approvals transparent, responsible,
and reasonably expeditious. Typically this result 
is achieved through promoting interdepartmen-
tal cooperation on development approvals and
appointing a lead person for each application to
guide it through the process. Complicated ap-
provals, where the process may be akin to open-
ing a series of doors without knowing what will
be found, tend to dampen the enthusiasm of pro-
spective developers and businesses.

A variety of mechanisms that have been used
elsewhere should be considered:

• allowing development by right for projects that
meet specific plan objectives;

• having a project manager or development om-
budsman who tracks each development project;

• one-stop permitting shops that eliminate the
need to visit different agencies;

• development checklists that specify the exact
requirements for permit approval;

• application scorecards that rate a development’s
success in meeting community goals and award
priority treatment for those that score high;

• fast-track processing for projects that do not
change use or occupancy; and

• use of geographic information systems or other
technology to instantly provide information on
permits, zoning, and the many other regulations.

Phase II: Revitalize the Primary Market
Area
The neighborhoods adjoining Haddon Avenue
offer market support for the existing businesses
there, but do not indicate sufficient demand for
new retail uses. Additional support for the retail
core will depend on revitalizing these areas to in-
crease the market volume through infilling vacant
lots and units, as well as increasing the employ-
ment opportunities for residents and raising the
average household income.

Figure 4
2004–2005 Timeline for Haddon Avenue Phase I Revitalization
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Infill and Acquisitions
An infill approach for incrementally increasing the
neighborhood retail base (including rehabilitation
of existing retail, as well as the possible conver-
sion of small industrial buildings or redevelop-
ment of small lots) is a valid long-term approach,
but it will not immediately produce the critical
mass required to support new neighborhood retail
and other services. The recommended shorter-
term approach includes developing new planned
urban neighborhoods or villages within the area
south of Haddon Avenue, while focusing housing
renovation along the corridor and within one block
to the north. This approach requires large-scale
land assembly by the Camden Redevelopment
Agency. A master planning exercise and a request
for proposals (RFP) from developers should follow.

Ferry Avenue Opportunity
The Delaware River Port Authority is currently
selecting a consultant to assist with the prepara-
tion of a plan for transit-oriented development
around the Ferry Avenue PATCO station. This
master-planning process offers the opportunity to
develop a larger vision for the south end of Had-
don Avenue near the Lourdes medical complex.
The HHBID should organize immediately to par-
ticipate in the Ferry Avenue master-planning
process, along with representatives from Lourdes,
to ensure that the plan is coordinated with revital-
ization efforts for Haddon Avenue.

Harness Downtown Momentum
As previously mentioned, one development strat-
egy that has worked in other cities to harness in-

vestment in other areas is parcel-to-parcel link-
age. Through such a program, several waterfront
and central business district (CBD) development
projects that are worthy candidates in highly de-
sirable locations could be linked with less valuable
parcels in the Haddon Avenue neighborhood. 

These linkages could result in developer joint ven-
tures; a community benefits package; cash flow
from the CBD development to support the neigh-
borhood parcels; a percentage of proceeds from
building sales being made available for developing
Haddon Avenue sites; or the development of a
community trust that can fund affordable housing
initiatives and the HHBID. Establishing this
method of linking development parcels would re-
quire initiative by the city, as well as the partici-
pation of the Greater Camden Partnership, the
local development community, and area financial
institutions.

Phase III: Major HHBID Activities
The HHBID, as a coalition of local stakeholders,
will be in the best position to implement or facili-
tate strategies outlined in this plan. Part of the
role of this organization will be to enlist resources
and allies in providing support for Historic Had-
don Avenue businesses. Given the number of com-
munity organizations in the area, the HHBID
should strive to aggregate and focus the resources
and efforts of others rather then to build its own
staff and funding.

This view of a typical
block along Haddon
Avenue highlights the
opportunity for infill
development.
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Establish the Retail Core of Haddon Avenue
Improving the viability of retail on Haddon Av-
enue will require clustering commercial uses to-
gether. The retail core must have sufficient den-
sity and variety to make it worthwhile for people
to visit and to stay. Given the existing market sup-
port, approximately 100,000 square feet of local
service retail (a grocery, a drug store, restaurants,
dry cleaners, and so on) should be concentrated
between Park Boulevard and Atlantic Avenue.

Currently, there are approximately 56 active busi-
nesses on Haddon Avenue, which likely occupy
close to 100,000 square feet. Concentrating these
retail uses will require either relocating existing
businesses or allowing new retailers to displace
their market share.

One strategy for retaining existing businesses
while concentrating retail uses is to redevelop a
contiguous section of the retail corridor under sin-
gle management and to offer relocation packages
to businesses. These incentives could include of-
fering comparable rents as well as design and
technical business assistance. This effort would re-
quire a partnership with a professional training
program such as the Entrepreneurial Training In-
stitute, Catholic Charities, or SCORE, which
serves as “Counselors to America’s Small Busi-
ness.” Financing and subsidies would need to be
arranged to bridge the gap for construction costs.

Implement a Main Street Program
Many cities have embraced the National Trust for
Historic Preservation’s Main Street Program to
help achieve their revitalization objectives. The

Main Street Program can enhance all aspects of
the HHBID, producing both tangible and intangi-
ble benefits. It can rekindle entrepreneurship,
downtown cooperation, and civic concern. It has
earned national recognition as a practical strategy
that can be appropriately tailored to a commu-
nity’s resources and conditions. Because it is a lo-
cally driven program, its impetus stems from local
issues and concerns. Westfield, New Jersey, offers
a nearby example of a Main Street community; the
National Trust awarded Westfield its Great Amer-
ican Main Street Award in 2004.

To implement a Main Street Program for Haddon
Avenue, the panel recommends that attention be
focused on establishing guidelines for specific uses
that can help build the retail core, as well as de-
sign guidelines and facade improvement pro-
grams. A discussion of each follows.

Use guidelines for the retail core. The first step is
to reach consensus on the composition and location
of land uses. There are two reasons for this: first,
retail that is isolated between empty buildings
will lose some of its ability to draw people based
upon the liveliness of the district, and particularly
at night. Second, retailers move to an area in the
expectation of support from nearby shops and the
foot traffic they generate. If it were perceived
that Haddon Avenue would allow nonsupporting
uses, most retailers would be unwilling to risk lo-
cating there and instead would search for space at
malls, where support is guaranteed.

Design guidelines. Historic Haddon Avenue’s retail
core should be filled with uses at the sidewalk

This row of buildings 
with typical architectural
details shows the pre-
dominance of enclosed
front porches.
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level that stay open and lend an appearance of vi-
tality that will attract pedestrian traffic. For the
sake of safety, buildings at street level should
have windows facing the street, as opposed to long
stretches of blank walls or boarded-up porches.
Form and visual design guidelines should be de-
veloped to recreate the historic character of the
street. Funding for historic guidelines is available
through federal historic preservation grants.

Facade improvement. Federal funds are available
through the Community Development Block
Grant program to support renovation of Main
Street facades. In conjunction with this program
and historic preservation grants, the HHBID
should provide preliminary design assistance to
developers and landowners, thus ensuring that
improvements will meet design standards. The
National Trust’s Main Street Program provides
valuable advice and resources for similar projects.

Provide Technical Business and Retail
Assistance
Several public- and private-sector programs can
provide access to capital for small businesses and
real estate development projects along Haddon
Avenue. The Camden Empowerment Zone Corpo-
ration and Camden Community Loan Fund of
New Jersey share a mission to serve the dis-
tressed areas surrounding Haddon Avenue. These
programs have financial resources to commit to
catalytic projects that aim to stabilize and revital-
ize neighborhoods.

The New Jersey Small Business Development
Center helps small businesses compete for federal
supply contracts and trains them to finance, mar-
ket, and manage their companies. Small startup
retail businesses often need expert assistance in
understanding store layout, lighting design, inven-
tory controls, and information systems for under-
standing consumer preferences. Wal-Mart has

taken such information systems to new levels by
carefully tracking sales to enable the adjustment
of stores’ inventories and shelf space for every ar-
ticle they sell (including, for example, how many
square feet of space should be provided for each
brand of toothpaste). In trying to compete and as-
sure success, small businesses need the same ad-
vantages. One means used successfully in the
Main Street Program is the sharing of computer
data on sales by local retailers, giving them an in-
formation management capability comparable to
that of the large all-in-one-store retailers.

Summary
All parties supporting redevelopment will first
have to acknowledge the current conditions and
agree on the long-term commitment required to
make the rebirth of this corridor a reality. The ef-
fort must begin with market preparation, provid-
ing a clean and safe environment, an expedient ap-
proval process, and the basic mechanisms for
organization: a historic district and the HHBID.
Phase II involve revitalizing the primary market
area through infill and TOD development, parcel-
to-parcel linkage, and an increase in employment
opportunities with a subsequent increase in buy-
ing power. In the longer term, the HHBID should
focus on the development of Haddon Square by in-
corporating various enhancement programs. The
panel thus believes that three successful nodes of
development activity can be realized, starting
with Haddon Passage and Lourdes Village—
where activity will likely first occur—and culmi-
nating with the creation of Haddon Square as the
retail core for the community.
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T
he panel was asked to comment on the
“Medical Mile” as a moniker to describe
that portion of the Haddon Avenue corridor
between the Cooper University Hospital

complex on the north end to Our Lady of Lourdes
Medical Center at the south. While the panel finds
merit in the name, as a potential theme for revital-
ization it underplays the tremendous importance
of the avenue’s history—not just over decades,
but over centuries. “Historic Haddon Avenue” is
the preferred name for the district.

The panel believes that the study area should be
redeveloped with a vision that recognizes both the
importance of the health care community and the
rich history of the neighborhoods that surround it.
The vision needs to honor Haddon Avenue’s
legacy as a special place. This is a colonially plat-
ted community that joined with an elegant new
residential area along the Cooper River in the
early 1900s. It is a place where the past has al-
ways merged with the future. That is happening
again today.

The panel recommends targeting three distinct lo-
cations along Historic Haddon Avenue for concen-
trated redevelopment. Entries into the neighbor-

hood should be redesigned as passages that con-
vey history and pride in the local community. Had-
don Passage can be linked with the Cooper Uni-
versity Hospital complex and redeveloped as a
mixed-use area sensitive to the existing scale of
buildings along both sides of the passage. A land-
mark image can be developed at Haddon Square,
an area that eventually should become the heart
of the community. The TOD planned at the Ferry
Avenue PATCO station across from Our Lady of
Lourdes Medical Center should be linked with the
corridor and should help create a pedestrian envi-
ronment that is safe and attractive.

Stakeholders must continue to work together to
promote the revitalization of the avenue and the
development of a retail core. Cooperation among
the neighborhoods of Parkside, Whitman Park,
and Gateway will be crucial to the success of the
area’s redevelopment. This success will build upon
Haddon Avenue’s existing strengths: a distinctive
history, an impressive stock of early 20th-century
architecture, its pedestrian scale, and the poten-
tial for a dynamic retail and entertainment mix
not found elsewhere in Camden.

Conclusion
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Banner, who serves as a ULI trustee and inner-
city adviser, has an extensive background in com-
mercial banking and real estate finance, with a
special emphasis in leveraging federal funds for
real estate and business development. For the
past decade, he has been a leader in providing
both debt and equity capital to build businesses
and neighborhoods in the underserved communi-
ties located throughout Los Angeles. He is active
in many community reinvestment initiatives and
is a charter member of the Los Angeles Commu-
nity Reinvestment Committee, the ULI-LA Dis-
trict Council Inner City Subcommittee, the Com-
munity Technologies/Merrill Lynch Minority
Business Research Advisory Committee, and the
Fannie Mae/LA Trade Technical College Mort-
gage Finance Advisory Committee. He serves on
the board of commissioners for the Housing Au-
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sity of Southern California’s Lusk Center for Real
Estate, and he holds a degree in business adminis-
tration from Loyola Marymount University.
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enforcement. His department’s work has been
recognized by the American Planning Association,
the American Society of Landscape Architects,
and the National League of Cities.

A licensed architect, Gilchrist is certified by the
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Boards. His particular professional interest is
in urban design and citizen participation in the
development of land use policy. He has overseen
numerous regional and neighborhood planning
initiatives and is currently directing the update
of Birmingham’s City Center Master Plan. He
has also participated in national juries for the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, the Boston Society of Architects, the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects, and various national
publications.
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of Architects’ Regional and Urban Design Assis-
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Philip Hart, president/CEO of Hart Realty Advi-
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and managing complex real estate development
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Transportation Planning Review’s Southwest Cor-
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Other facilities Hart has developed include a bio-
technology center in Roxbury’s CrossTown Indus-
trial Park, with the Boston University Medical
Center as its anchor tenant. Since opening in 1989,
this facility has contributed advances in the treat-
ment of sickle-cell anemia and congestive heart
failure among African Americans and has provided
education and training for area residents interested
in biotechnology careers. Hart also developed the
mixed-use Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries
headquarters in CrossTown Industrial Park.

Hart was a faculty member at the University of
Massachusetts in Boston for over 20 years. He
took early retirement in June 2002 as a professor
of sociology and director of the William Monroe
Trotter Institute for the Study of Black Culture.
He also is an award-winning author and film-
maker, with two documentary films included in
the PBS video catalog. One of his books has been
optioned for a television movie, and he is cur-
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rently developing a feature film entitled The Hal-
lelujah Flight.
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First’s Housing Governance Board, which has
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clude sitewide comprehensive planning services
for Los Alamos National Laboratory, the master
plan and implementation for the 21,000-acre Ran-
cho Viejo property in Santa Fe County, the El
Mayorazgo community master plan in Murcia,
Spain, the Santa Fe Railyard master plan, and the
I-25 Highway Corridor visual study.
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Planning Association’s Federal Division, the Sun-
set Magazine Western Garden Design Award of
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American Society of Landscape Architects Excel-
lence in Design Award. Her work has been pub-
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American Planning Association and the American
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Bedford, Pennsylvania, plan; the downtown Wash-
ington, Pennsylvania, revitalization plan; and the

renovation of the plazas surrounding PNC Finan-
cial’s corporate headquarters.

Stern’s professional experience with the New
York firms of Cooper, Robertson & Partners and
Quennell Rothschild & Partners gave him a broad
background in multiple aspects of planning, de-
sign, and construction of private and public urban
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and research while a full-time faculty member at
the University of Virginia School of Architecture
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urban form and organization in the face of new
technologies and economies.

Prior to founding Strada, Stern’s practice in Pitts-
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urban design and planning efforts. He served as
project director and urban designer for the Pitts-
burgh Downtown Plan, the first comprehensive
master plan for the greater downtown area in 35
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Bonci Associates on the Pittsburgh Regional
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work together to achieve mutual goals. Her expe-
rience spans national and international commer-
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the Neighborhood Capital Institute, an Illinois
nonprofit research and policy corporation, which
offers planning and real estate development
strategies to foster capital investment, economic
vitality, and an enhanced quality of life in cities,
neighborhoods, and households. Clients include
public and private, for-profit and nonprofit organi-
zations that seek to stabilize and enhance neigh-
borhoods. One of the institute’s highest principles
is to foster connections among all stakeholders in
the planning process, including the development
and private investment communities, working to
link public goals with private capital. This commit-
ment helps keep the planning process on track and
smoothes the transition to plan implementation.

Before founding the institute, Wuorenma served
as development adviser to the city of Waukegan,
Illinois, as it launched a redevelopment master
plan and financial strategy for its 1,400-acre lake-
front and 400-acre downtown. In that role she
acted as executive director for the internal and ex-
ternal groups established to spearhead the plan-
ning process. One of the Midwest’s largest recent
planning projects, the redevelopment plan encom-
passes more than 4,000 new residences, an inter-
modal regional commuter rail and bus station, a
restored ecopark and moorlands system, and im-
provements to an expansive marina. Previously,

she was a managing director for Mesirow Finan-
cial/Stein Real Estate, where she oversaw that
firm’s work on a variety of mixed-use, high-den-
sity, and often transit-oriented urban develop-
ments, including market-rate and public housing
transformation projects. As a principal, she devel-
oped an award-winning homeownership program,
affordable to households earning less that 40 per-
cent of area median income, without subsidies and
using conventional real estate loans.

A licensed real estate broker and attorney, Wuo-
renma began her career as a land use and zoning
attorney at one of the nation’s largest real estate
law firms. Later, she worked for the Marriott Cor-
poration, becoming one of its top-producing devel-
opers in both the Midwest and Europe. Her pro-
fessional affiliations include membership in the
Urban Land Institute, where she serves on the
Public/Private Partnership Council and the Chi-
cago Local District Council Policy Committee; the
Lambda Alpha International honorary society for
land economics; the Congress for New Urbanism;
and the National Housing Conference.

She graduated with honors from the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and earned her JD
from its College of Law.


